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editorial
n his massive six-volume work, God, Revelation and
Authority, Carl Henry, the father of modern
evangelicalism, identifies the problem of authority as the
central issue within contemporary civilization. “Respect
for authority,” he says, “is being challenged on almost every
front and in almost every form.”
It is not surprising, therefore, that this cultural crisis
should finally come to roost within the evangelical
movement. It requires us, amongst other things, to examine
how far we can trust the Bible. As H. D. McDonald says, this
controversy forces us to ask, “Is there any sure word or any
ultimate fact in which religious trust can be reposed?” The
answer to this question leads us directly into the recent
debate that has arisen over the doctrine of inerrancy. Can we
trust the Bible to tell us the truth, albeit in layman’s terms,
when it deals with a range of subjects in both the visible and
unseen world? In other words, is the Bible free from error in
all that it affirms, whether in matters of theology, history or
the natural sciences?
The traditional position of the church with respect to
inerrancy (although “inerrancy” is a modern term) is that the
Bible is completely trustworthy and reliable in the
information that it communicates to us. Specifically, it does
not lead us into error or make false claims when the rules of
normal discourse are applied.
At the heart of the debate within evangelicalism is the
question, “Are we justified in claiming this high degree of
perfection in Scripture, or are we actually going beyond what
it affirms concerning its own authority?” Theologians hold
different opinions on this question. Nevertheless, it is
impossible to resolve this question without making some
prior assumptions about the correlative doctrine of
inspiration.
The Bible tells us that its writers were “carried along by the
Holy Spirit” so that the words that they wrote were God’s
words, not theirs (2 Peter 1:20, 21). Since God is a God of
truth, it would be highly problematic if the Holy Spirit did
communicate falsehoods. However, the Bible denies such a
possibility. It says that it is true, flawless and, therefore,
inerrant (Psalm 18:30; 119:60).
Peter Hastie ap
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All we need
The Bible is reliable, accurate and true. Rely on it.

r Noel Weeks has been a senior
lecturer in Ancient History at
Sydney University and continues
to supervise a number of doctoral
candidates there. He grew up in Grafton
and completed an honours degree in zoology at the University of New England.
He became a Christian during his time at
university and decided to study theology
at Westminster Theological Seminary in
Philadelphia. Next he completed a PhD in
ancient history and languages at Brandeis
University under Cyrus Gordon.
He has published a number of popular
works on the Old Testament including an
introduction to Old Testament history
and theology. He has written a book on
The Christian School and another on The
Sufficiency of Scripture with the Banner of
Truth. In 2004 he published a technical,
academic work on covenants and treaties
in the Ancient Near East called
Admonition and Curse (T & T Clark).
Dr Weeks is married to Jan and
together they have seven children. He
worships at Macarthur Reformed Church
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Noel Weeks
talks to

Peter Hastie
as stand-in pastor.

In the mid-1970s evangelicals who
were involved in the battle for the
Bible were preoccupied with the
issues of the inspiration and
inerrancy of Scripture. Since then,
the debate over the authority of the
Bible has shifted into other areas.
Where has it been located in more
recent times?
I think it’s important to understand the
background to this debate. In the first half
of last century there was a concentrated
attack on the authority of Scripture from
people within the church itself. This
movement was known as liberal theology.
Liberal theologians focused their attack
on supernaturalism in general and the
Scriptures in particular. They regarded the
Scriptures as a fallible human document
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which was more an account of human religious experience than an infallible record
of God’s revelation in human language.
As the church came under the influence of liberalism, it went into steep
decline. Interestingly, towards the end of
this period there was a recovery of evangelical scholarship. Many people regained
their confidence in the authority of God’s
word. But over the last 30 years or so,
along with a resurgent evangelicalism,
there has been another shift. What we
have now is a new group of people who
call themselves “evangelical” but who
want to limit the reach of the Scripture’s
authority.
It happened this way. By the 1970s
there were some people within the evangelical movement who were saying, “Yes,
we believe in the Bible. It’s very important
to us but the areas on which it claims to
speak infallibly are relatively narrow.”
Their tendency was to limit the
Scripture’s authority to religious questions, that is, to questions which relate to
our salvation through Christ. For
instance, some people in this group have

claimed that the Bible is not reliable when
it touches on issues of science. They claim
that it only speaks authoritatively on spiritual issues as opposed to matters in the
“real world”. Some of them also say that
the historical events mentioned in the
Bible did not necessarily take place as they
have been recorded. They have gone as far
as saying that the historical accuracy of
these events is unimportant to the truth of
the gospel.
In effect, these people are trying to
have it both ways. They want to adopt a
liberal approach to the Bible and also
claim to be evangelicals. The result is that
we have some who believe the Bible is
inspired, but they don’t think it’s meant
to be authoritative for all of life.
Essentially, it’s limited to matters of faith
which lie at the heart of the gospel. It was
this situation that led me to write my
book, The Sufficiency of Scripture. The
thesis of the book is that we need to see
that the Bible’s authority applies to all of
life and is not limited to certain narrow
and circumscribed areas.

Is the Bible meant to communicate
truth on every subject it touches?
Where does that leave us with respect
to the Bible’s authority on issues like
psychology and science? If we can’t
trust it in those areas, how can we be
sure that we can trust it in nonempirically verifiable areas like religion?
The distinction between religion and
other areas of knowledge like science or
psychology is a very modern one.
However, it is also fuzzy and poorly conceived. What we need to understand is
that when we impose a distinction like
this on the Bible we are actually imposing
a distinction that the Bible itself does not
make. The Bible doesn’t work in those
categories. People who believe in this distinction create rather artificial categories
of knowledge such as “religious knowledge” or “scientific knowledge”, and then
they quarantine “religious knowledge” to
a relatively small and insignificant area of
life. At the same time, they expand the
areas of knowledge touching on such
things as science and exempt them from
any claims of biblical authority.
What has happened with psychology is
a good example of how the Bible’s authority has been neutralised. Psychology pretends to be an empirical science, but what
many people forget is that a lot of psychology touches on questions of morality
and philosophy which the Bible does
speak about. If we refuse to let the Bible

speak on these matters, then we exclude it
from speaking about such vital issues as
the existence of the soul, the reality of sin
and human behaviour. Sadly, many
Christians are falling into this trap today
when they think that psychology always
trumps the Bible.

How do you answer claims that the
Bible’s authority is limited to its main
purpose of leading people to faith in
Jesus Christ?
Again, I would reply by saying that this
is an artificial distinction that finds no
place in Scripture itself. It’s
true that one of
Is it possible to
the major aims
say something
of the Bible is to
lead us to faith
true without
in Jesus as
stating it in
the
Saviour.
an exhaustive
However, it’s
manner?
also true that the
The answer is
Scripture says
obvious.
that God cares
for us in all the
ordinary affairs
of life. We call this the doctrine of providence. Now the doctrine of God’s providence is certainly an important one. It
deals with issues that have a great practical
bearing on how people experience God in
everyday life. However, if you limit the
authority of the Bible only to matters
affecting salvation and exclude everyday
issues such as work, family life and guidance, then you are rendering irrelevant a
large part of the Scriptures.

What degree of precision should we
expect on the Bible’s pronouncements? Should we apply the standard
of textbook precision? Can the Bible
be authoritative in the modern world
if it lacks this degree of precision?
I think we have to ask the basic question: is it possible to say something true
without stating it in an exhaustive manner? The answer, I would suggest, is obvious. The modern idea is that language
must be intricate, scientific, and detailed if
it is to convey truth. The problem is that
if we go deeper and deeper into detail we
don’t necessarily find a more absolute
truth.
Let me give you a recent example from
physics. Scientists have built a huge
machine in Europe to find the ultimate
particle. What happens if we keep smashing things and all we find is broken bits?
Why do we expect more order in the broken bits than in the original? For example,

here’s a water jug. Suppose I pick it up and
smash it. Will there be more form in the
broken bits than in the original jug? There
will still be form of sorts in the broken
bits, since they were part of the original
jug, but why do we assume that there is
more form in the smallest broken piece
than in the original jug? Along with the
order-in-the-broken-bits approach to
physical reality is a belief that the sort of
language you need to talk about the smallest broken pieces is the language of real
truth. Rather it seems that God, in making man and revealing truth in ordinary
human language, is saying that ordinary
language is the normative way of communicating truth. This does not mean that we
won’t find truth and order below in the
smaller bits, but it is at the normal level
that we usually convey the truth.

So if the Bible’s authority does not
reside in its exhaustive statements of
truth, is it to be found in the fact that
it gives us general principles which
cover every conceivable situation?
No, not necessarily. That approach lies
at the other extreme. Those who suggest
this alternative think that if it’s impossible
to provide an encyclopaedic textbook on a
subject, then the way to have the last word
on it is to cover every conceivable situation by a few general rules. People who
adopt this approach believe that all the
complexity of human life and experience
can be subsumed under a few general laws.
However, the Bible does not subscribe
to either the approach of exhaustive detail
or that of pure and general principles. The
best example is the laws of Sinai and/or
the laws recorded in Deuteronomy. Here
we find general principles in the form of
the Ten Commandments and then a series
of examples of how those principles apply
to specific cases in chapters 21-24.

Some scholars have noted that the
Bible devotes more attention to some
subjects than others. For example,
Paul writes more about salvation
through Christ in his letters than he
does about the incarnation of Jesus.
Does this mean that Paul’s writings
on such subjects as grace and justification are more authoritative than what
he says about the incarnation?
No, I don’t believe that follows at all.
One of the things that you’ll notice about
the Scriptures is that they deal in more
detail with subjects that are disputed.
So, the reason that the New Testament
doesn’t go into much detail about the virgin birth – we get just a few references – is
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that it wasn’t disputed in the New
Testament church. Justification by faith,
on the other hand, was disputed; therefore, since it was such a crucial doctrine, it
had to be dealt with extensively. Frankly, I
would be more impressed with the logic
of scholars who challenge the authority of
the virgin birth on the grounds that little
was written about it in the New
Testament if they were prepared to fight
hard for the doctrine of justification by
faith over which a lot of ink was spilled.
However, they usually don’t.
It seems to me that it’s a false argument to say that biblical doctrines become
less credible if they are not treated at
length in the New Testament. The length
of treatment does not go to the question
of a doctrine’s authority. Scripture is
authoritative whether it says something
once or whether it says it fifty times. And
the reason that it’s authoritative is that it
is the word of God.

Christians believe that God reveals
Himself through two theatres: nature
and Scripture. What should
Christians do if they find a conflict
between those two sources, especially
if the biblical teaching is somewhat
scanty? For instance, scientists claim
that humans evolved from primitive
life forms whereas Paul says that God
created Adam directly. How do we
resolve this issue?
I know that people like to highlight the
issue of evolution but I think that it’s
important to point out that more is taking
place in this debate than most people care
to imagine. It is easy to forget that for the
most part people reach certain conclu-

sions about subjects like evolution
because they are operating on certain
unspoken presuppositions. It is the presuppositions that drive people to their
conclusions.
There is a very good book called The
Death of Adam by John C. Greene.
Greene traces the consequences of assuming that God is not active in the world. He
examines the view that God initiates the
work of creation but then steps away and
takes His hands
off it. What are
the implications
If God has of this view? If
deliberately God is not
stepped back directly involved
from the world everything must
come about by
and lets it natural causes.
evolve, how The logical outcan we pray come has to be
for God’s that every living
mercy in our thing has evolved.
sickness? And that includes
man.
Now I know
that Christians
who think that evolution is scientifically
proven do not, in general, think of the
presuppositions that lie behind the idea of
evolution. However, those presuppositions colour our interpretation of the evidence and lead us to certain conclusions.
It is not as though the evidence is there
waiting to be construed in favour of evolution. There are others ways that we
could interpret the evidence that are
arguably more consistent with the fact
that God is actively involved in creating
and sustaining life.
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Are you suggesting that some people
who subscribe to the theory of theistic evolution may unwittingly be
closet-deists?
Yes, I am. My point is that the presuppositions that lie behind the theory of theistic evolution are much the same as those
held by deists in the 17th and 18th centuries. Deism, although it was an
Enlightenment position that was popular
several hundred years ago, is effectively a
default position in the mentality of much
of the modern world. If people say that
they believe in God as Creator, what they
mean is that they believe that God is the
ultimate solution to the problem of origins. However, they usually don’t believe
in a God who is actively engaged in creating and sustaining life today. In their view,
God is at arm’s length from His world.

Do you think that such a position
may prevent us from developing a
true understanding of God’s providence?
Yes, I do. I think that’s a possible result.
While it’s not a position that a sincere
Christian would necessarily choose, it’s
where deist presuppositions are likely to
lead you.

With what implications?
Well, let me give you an example. Let’s
imagine that much of Australia is
drought-affected and our city dam supplies are very low. Can we pray for rain? If
God is all-powerful and involved in His
world then obviously we can. But if we
believe that God started the universe with
a big bang and then let it evolve on its
own, then I think it’s useless to pray for
rain. It’s also useless praying for the sick.
I mean, if God has deliberately stepped
back from the world and lets it evolve
according to certain random processes,
how can we pray for God’s mercy in our
sickness? I think Christians have to come
to terms with the implications of believing in a god who is in many ways similar
to the god of deists. Deism makes God
remote. It also raises huge questions with
respect to the incarnation. Can God
really enter our world in a deist system? If
He is at arm’s length from the creation,
how can He step into it? It’s not surprising that deists denied the divinity of
Jesus. I think that should be a warning for
anyone who has adopted a deist view of
God as a default position.

Today there are many Christians who
believe in theistic evolution who
would also claim to have a high view

of Scripture and say they are committed to biblical theology. Are you saying that there is an element of false
logic in their position?
There is definitely a problem there. To
understand it properly you have to appreciate the history of biblical studies over
the last century, particularly in the Old
Testament.
In the first half of the 20th century a
reaction set in against liberal theology in
the field of Old Testament studies. It
was called Neo-Orthodoxy. One of the
leaders of this movement was a famous
American scholar, William Foxwell
Albright, who specialised in oriental and
Middle Eastern studies. He became the
leader of a movement in biblical theology that focused on God’s great acts of
salvation for Israel. The liberals had suggested that Israel’s religion was borrowed largely from pagan sources and
was essentially focused on nature.
Albright rejected this approach and said
that Israel’s religion was based on the
mighty acts of God in redemption. The
Bible, he said, was simply a history of
those acts.
Now in some respects Albright’s
approach was very welcome. However, it
had this drawback. While it focused on
the history of God’s redemptive acts for
Israel, it conceded that the early chapters
of Genesis which dealt with the creation
more or less reflected a pagan worldview.
As far as Albright was concerned, the real
starting-point for biblical history was the
call of Abraham and the call of the patriarchs. His assumption was that the real
history of the Bible started at Genesis 12
and the earlier creation account was a
form of pagan myth.
Albright’s emphasis on the acts of God
was an important development. However,
while it is presently out of fashion in biblical studies, his approach, which found a
distinction between the Bible talking
about history and the Bible talking about
creation, is still in fashion amongst Old
Testament scholars. The biblical view is
somewhat different. It says that the great
acts of God don’t start with Abraham.
They begin with creation itself and flow
on logically from there.

So are you saying that many evangelicals have unwittingly adopted a neoorthodox approach to the Bible?
Yes, I am. The irony is that modern
evangelicals are always picking up new
ideas when they have fallen out of fashion
elsewhere. The Albright approach is no
longer in fashion in biblical studies but it

has been picked up by evangelicals. We do
that all the time.

Do passages like Romans 1:18ff and
Acts 14:14-17 which say that God
reveals Himself through the creation
lend any support to the view that
Christians should appeal to modern
science as an authority in debates over
the origins of life and sexuality? For
instance, can we resolve the controversy over homosexuality by studying biology and biochemistry?
I think the point of Romans 1 is that
nature reveals the existence of the
Creator, and so if you are not seeing the
Creator in the creation then you are simply not seeing the creation as it is meant to
be seen. The apostle Paul then goes on to

It’s not that
there is an
error in the
Bible, but that
we have come
to the text
with the wrong
presuppositions.

say that one of the consequences of refusing to acknowledge God’s authority and
existence is that God leaves the world to
reap the consequences of its sin and
depravity. Obviously, one consequence of
rejecting God relates to sexual sins – fornication, adultery and homosexuality. So
to use science to justify homosexuality on
the basis of what Paul says about natural
theology is a perversion of his line of argument. Likewise, it’s a perversion of what
Paul is saying to argue that science supports a view of origins that leaves God on
the margins of the world. Paul’s argument
in Romans 1 is that every aspect of the
created order is meant to reveal the existence and reality of God.

So, what are we meant to deduce
from creation?
The creation itself, when rightly understood, argues for the eternal power and
divine nature of the Creator. You only
have to look at the evidence of the creation itself to see how wonderful God is.
For instance, if you look at the research
coming from the Intelligent Design
movement you will see that it’s telling us
that the Creator of the world has made
some incredibly complex biological mech-

anisms. The more we study these life
forms with Christian eyes the more we
realise that they point to the power, wonder and complexity of the God who created them. In other words, proper scientific research of the creation should point
unmistakeably to the existence and divinity of the Creator. If it is interpreted in
any other way we should be on our guard.

Can we say that the Bible is true even
though it is imprecise with some of
its statements? For example,
Matthew attributes a quote from
Zechariah to Jeremiah in Matthew
27:9. Isn’t this an instance of imprecision?
Let me tell you a story about when I
was doing my PhD at Brandeis University
in Boston. Brandeis is a leading Jewish
university. I remember sitting in a lecture
by a very fine Jewish scholar, Nahum
Sarna, who was talking about the canon of
the Old Testament as it was understood in
early Judaism. One of the topics he
touched on was the order of the books.
He said, “Well, you know that there was a
period in which Jeremiah was regarded as
the first book of the prophets”. Of
course, nobody in the class knew that.
Anyway, he continued, “One proof is that
you have a quote from Zechariah quoted
as being from Jeremiah because in the
Jewish way of labelling things you call a
book by its first few words, and you call a
collection of books by the first book in
that collection. Thus one of the evidences
that we have of Jeremiah being the first
book of the prophets in the first century
is the New Testament.” I was sitting there
thinking, “This Jewish audience doesn’t
understand why that’s an important question, because this particular text has been
held up as proof that there are errors in
the New Testament. All it says is that the
New Testament is a Jewish document. It
is speaking in the language that Jews
would speak and understand.”

How do we resolve the problem when
we have a conflict between a biblical
and a non-biblical source? For example, in II Kings 17:3-6 it says that
Shalmaneser V captured Samaria,
whereas we know from ancient history that Sargon II claimed that he
did it. How do we sort that out?
The first thing we have to do is ask the
question, “Have we interpreted the biblical source properly?” There are situations
in which we have probably misinterpreted
the biblical source. Let me give you an
example. The Bible tells us that Pharaoh
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Necho met Josiah at the battle of
Megiddo. The text talks about Pharaoh
“going up” and traditionally the translation says he goes up against the king of
Assyria. However, in terms of what we
know now, maybe we should translate, as
was always permissible in the language,
that Pharaoh went up to the king of
Assyria because the Egyptians at that
period were supporting Assyria against
the rising Babylonians. So we may have
made the wrong choice about language
there. It’s not that there is an error in the
Bible; it’s more likely that we have come
to the text with the wrong presupposition.
In other cases where such an explanation doesn’t work, we have to ask ourselves the question of why we believe the
Assyrian source and not the biblical
source. It has been pointed out that in his
earlier inscriptions Sargon does not claim
to have conquered Samaria. It is only later
in his career that he makes this claim.
Perhaps he does it to cover a gap in his
first year where he is a usurper who is
busy establishing himself in his home territory and he has no campaigns. It is only
later that he claims to conquer Samaria;
hence we should feel less inclined to
believe Sargon.

In other words, a lot of ancient political biography is hagiography?
Yes, this is certainly true of the
Assyrians. According to Assyrian history
they never lose a battle; it’s a history of
winners. So, Assyrian texts are fascinating
texts, but we have to approach them very
carefully.

Does the inspiration of Scripture
include its historical statements? For
example, is the book of Jonah history? Could it be a parable? Can we
still retain its message if we deny its
historicity?
The inspiration of Scripture does guarantee the truthfulness of its historical
statements. I have already said that infallibility relates to all of Scripture’s teaching.
Further, I don’t think there is any reasonable indication that Jonah is a parable. It
appears to be written as history.
Of course, the best way to assess this
judgment is to look at Jonah in terms of
all the information that we have about it
in the Scriptures. It is significant that
Jesus connects Himself and His ministry
to Jonah. I think there are a number of
reasons why He does that. For a start,
the Bible tells us that Jonah is a prophet
from Gath Hepher, which is in Gailee.
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He is the one Old Testament prophet to
come from Galilee. I think this is one
reason why Jesus compares Himself to
Jonah.
Second, one reason why I suspect that
we do not understand Jonah properly is
that we have misinterpreted Jonah’s
motives. It is generally claimed that Jonah
won’t go to Nineveh because he is a racist,
he is anti-Assyrian. We know from the
book of Kings that Jonah makes a
prophecy about the successes of
Jeroboam son of Joash, and those successes were up towards the north in an
area where Israel was being threatened by
Assyria. If you knew that a superpower

I never cease to
be amazed at
some of the
nonsense that
is spouted on
the status of
women in the
ancient world.

who was a threat to you was about to be
destroyed, and if you were a patriot, you
might think, “Why should I go and warn
them?” So it’s possible that Jonah’s disobedience was that of a misguided patriot
who was willing to die for his country
rather than preach to his nation’s enemies.
It seems to me that makes much more
sense of Jesus’ comparison of himself to
Jonah. The prophet from Galilee is willing
to die for his country. Now, how can all of
these parallels work if Jonah never existed
and the story is just a parable? The book
itself gives no indication that it is anything
other than straight history and the way
Jesus makes use of it only makes sense if
it is historically true.

So, you don’t think that there are any
embellishments in the book such as
Jonah being swallowed by a large
fish?
Look, if a person can’t accept that there
are miracles in the Bible then he has a
problem. The Bible is full of supernatural
events and this is consistent with our
belief in a sovereign God. Surely the story
of the fish swallowing Jonah and spewing
him out is no more difficult to believe
than the resurrection of Jesus? I would
imagine that if you have trouble with one
of them you will eventually have trouble
with the other.
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How do we deal with the claim that
there are major contradictions in the
Bible’s teaching? For example, some
claim that there is a conflict between
the teaching of Paul and James about
the place of works in Christian life, or
there is a contradiction between what
Paul teaches about women and
church office and Jesus’ teaching on
equality among the sexes. How do we
deal with those issues?
Well, it seems to me that we have got to
come to a position which allows us to
hold to the truth of what both are saying.
I think any proper reading of Paul and
James on the subject of works in the
Christian life needs to recognise that Paul
is talking about how you are saved and
James is talking about the consequences
of being saved. For instance, Paul cites an
example early in the life of Abraham and
James cites an example from late in his life
so that Abraham comes to God through
faith and he works that faith out in his
willingness to offer Isaac. I think that is
true of all believers. We come to God
through faith and then we show our faith
by the way we live.
On the topic of the role of women, it is
a case of “Don’t get me started.” As a historian, I never cease to be amazed at some
of the nonsense that is spouted on the status of women in the ancient world.

Like what?
When the first wave of modern feminism came through it was claimed that the
Bible’s teaching about women came from
a culture which despised women and
treated them like slaves. Now there are
two responses to these claims. First, they
are historical rubbish, and second, they
imply that ancient women were feeble
creatures who simply rolled over and
played dead.
When these latter claims were made by
the feminists and applied to ancient history I used to tell students that I didn’t
despise women enough to be a feminist.
Their claims have no basis in history at all.
While it is true that women in the ancient
world generally did not play a prominent
role in politics, they certainly were prominent in other areas. For instance they
played a conspicuous role in commercial
life, particularly in Babylonian culture.
Again, women were very prominent in
Hellenistic culture. So to say that the biblical statements are representative of the
general oppression that women faced in
the ancient world is completely untrue. It
is simply a bad reading of life in the
ancient world.

The challenge that Christians face is to
synthesise what Paul says in his letters
about salvation and status in Christ with
what he says about the dynamics of living
as male and female in the home and in the
church. It seems to me that Paul’s
thoughts on both these subjects are compatible, but we have to see the whole picture and not think that we can choose one
bit over another.

Do you have any suggestions on how
Christians should approach the issue
of how God created the world as it is
described in the book of Genesis?
How should we approach the relationship of different accounts of creation in Genesis 1 and 2? Are we
meant to take the text literally?
Well, I think we should interpret the
Bible according to the Bible and not try to
impose some artificial scheme of interpretation upon it. We need to ask questions
such as, “How does one passage relate to
another? Is there any indication that we
should take a particular passage in a
strictly literal sense or does the context
dictate that we adopt a freer approach?” It
seems to me that if you develop your
approach to Scripture by saying that
Scripture itself gives its own clues to interpretation, then you are on the way to
developing a proper approach to something like the account of creation in
Genesis 1 and 2. I think that other biblical
passages that refer to the creation narrative always treat it as a straightforward,
historical account.

How should we approach the different accounts of the creation in
Genesis 1 and 2?
We should treat them as history. I think
you will find that a number of times in
Scripture one event will be described in
different ways because there is one particular aspect that each account is intended
to emphasise. Take Genesis 1 and 2,
which is a classic example. It seems to me
that while Genesis 1 deals with many
issues, one thing that it does stress is the
transcendence of God. God speaks and it
happens. He is all-powerful and in complete control of the creation. The emphasis is on God’s transcendence.
Genesis 2, on the other hand, presents
God as being immanent. He comes and
He moulds humans from he dust of the
earth. One of the age-old problems of
theology is that theologians have struggled to reconcile God’s transcendence
with His immanence. Since we find it so
difficult to form one picture which

includes both perspectives, we need separate accounts of both of them. So it’s not
surprising that we get one account that
focuses on God’s transcendence and a
second that concentrates on His immanence.
Another difference between the two
accounts of creation is that Genesis 2 is
concerned with
the provision of
fresh water for
the creation. We
don’t find this in
Genesis 1
Genesis 1. What
stresses the
Genesis 1 is
transcendence
doing is giving
of God; Genesis
us an account of
2 stresses His
the creation in a
immanence.
symmetrical
form. If it
included more
detail it would
mar the symmetry. So, you don’t mar the picture; instead,
you provide a second picture. Now, can
the two be reconciled? If you look carefully at Psalm 104 you will discover that
that is what is happening. It goes through
the order of the creation days but around
day 3 it deals with the subject of fresh

water for the creation. It is bringing the
two accounts together.

Are there any clues in the text of
Genesis itself that point conclusively
to its genre? Some scholars have suggested that it has grammatical constructions that are only used with
narrative history. On the other hand,
others have said that it has lyrical
qualities that place it in the genre of
poetry or myth.
There is no doubt that Genesis 1-11 is
written as prose. It is true that there are
some poetic sections within it such as
Adam’s rejoicing over the gift of Eve
where he says, “This is now bone of my
bone, and flesh of my flesh…” You might
say this is poetry. You could say the same
about Lamech’s sword song in Genesis 4.
Further, Hebrew poetry is distinguished
by its use of parallelism. For instance, the
first line is complemented by the second,
or sometimes the second line may extend
the idea or provide an antithesis. The
Psalms provide classic examples of this
sort of poetry. However, Genesis 1-11 is
not, with one or two minor exceptions,
composed in this style. It is written as
ap
prose. Stylistically, it is not poetry.
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The final word
With a fallible Bible, the whole tapestry can unravel.

iblical inerrancy stands for the
complete
truthfulness
of
Scripture, not only in what it
teaches about God and salvation,
but in its historical and more factual statements as well. Although inerrancy is a
negative word, it stands for a very positive
truth and that is that the Bible can be
trusted in everything that it says wherever
it says it and about whatever it speaks.
Inerrancy, far from being an irrelevance is
actually an aspect of biblical truth with
far-reaching consequences in a number of
areas of Christian thought.
Semantically, inerrancy does not mean
that the biblical writers will say everything
in the way we in the modern, scientific
and technological West would say the
same thing today. Truth does not have to
be expressed with mathematical exactness
or with matter-of-fact language to be true.
Yet inerrancy means that there is nothing
in the Scriptures that conflicts with what
we might say today in more precise ways
of stating things. The Bible is an ancient
text and must be understood, read and
interpreted in terms of its own literary
conventions and different genres. When
inerrancy is understood in this way it is a
very reasonable position to hold and a
necessary one, as we will try to show.
Biblically, we may ask whether
Scripture teaches its own inerrancy? The
answer to that is Yes, for a number of reasons. First, by affirming its fully inspired
and God-breathed nature, as in 2 Timothy
3:16, it teaches its own inerrancy. The one
is implied by the other (see Westminster
Confession I.6). Whether Paul is referring
to every scripture or to the whole of scripture it is inconceivable that the Bible
would be the product of God’s creative
breath and yet be untrustworthy or liable
to error in any sense.
Second, the God of the Bible is a truthful God who cannot lie or mislead (Tit.
1:2). Therefore His words are like
Himself (John 17:17).
Third, the Word of God in Scripture is
a seamless robe in the sense that its factual
information which often comes in the
form of narratives, is inseparable from its
religious and moral truth that centres on
Jesus Christ (2 Tim. 3:15). The intricate
connectedness of facts and their meaning

B

Douglas
Milne
in Holy Scripture is not unlike the mystery of the relation between body and soul
in the human person.
Fourth, Scripture claims its own perfection in places like Psalm 19:7 and
119:96 and we have no reason not to take
God at his word.
Theologically, we believe that inerrancy
is one of the essential attributes of
Scripture as the Word of God. Along with
biblical inspiration and authorinerrancy
Along with ity,
forms a triad of
biblical
truths
that
inspiration together express
and authority, the mystery of
inerrancy r e v e l a t i o n .
forms a triad O m i t t i n g
of truths that inerrancy is like
together missing out one
express the of the attributes
of God that
mystery of
makes Him what
revelation. He essentially is.
Objection is
sometimes made
that inerrancy is a negative term and
should be dropped. But so is “infallibility” which some people prefer. In the history of Christian teaching negative terms
are sometimes unavoidable and actually
serve a positive purpose. The famous four
negative qualifiers of the Chalcedon
Creed that speak of the two natures of
Jesus Christ being unconfused, unchangeable, undivided and inseparable, are a case
in point.
The analogy between the human
nature of Jesus Christ and the human
writers and texts of Scripture is helpful
here. Just as there was an exception to the
full humanity of Christ in his sinlessness,
so there is the exception to the humanness of the biblical writings in their
inerrancy. In both cases we ascribe this
exception to the preserving activity of the
Holy Spirit who kept Jesus from sin of
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any kind (Heb. 9:14) and the human
authors from error of any kind (2 Pet.
1:21). “Christ’s human soul thought and
felt like a real man, but without sin...
Isaiah’s human mind when under inspiration thought and perceived like a real man,
but without error. He was not without
sin; for inspiration does not sanctify. But
he was infallible; for inspiration enlightens
without any mixture of untruth” (W.G.T.
Shedd).
Hermeneutically, the belief in biblical
inerrancy is important when we come to
interpret the Bible. Inerrancy sets limits
and safeguards that should prevent the
biblical scholar from a natural tendency
and temptation to manipulate the text.
For example, inerrancy encourages the
practice of harmonisation wherever possible between parallel accounts of events, as
in Kings and Chronicles or between the
same event or saying of Jesus in the first
three Gospels. Or again, inerrancy warns
us away from the idea that a biblical writer
may be in conflict with himself or any of
the other biblical authors.
Yet again, inerrancy reminds us that
because the human text is always at the
same time God’s text we cannot indulge
in the free play of imagination or the dysfunctional methods of postmodern critical literary theory that have done so much
to destroy the humanities and classical literature studies in our government schools
and universities. The same is true of the
ancient Jewish practice of midrash that
too often leads away from the natural
sense of Scripture rather than elucidating
its true meaning. The two Chicago
Statements, on Biblical Inerrancy (1978)
and on Biblical Hermeneutics (1982), are
classic statements of the way we may
understand inerrancy and the hermeneutical methods that are appropriate for it.

P

ractically, inerrancy may be objected
to because of the way that it concentrates our attention on the lost original
manuscripts of the Bible rather than on
the texts and versions that we have to
work with today. There are a number of
responses to this. First, Christian faith
requires us to believe that everything that
God says is true and the doctrine of biblical inerrancy of the original documents

satisfies this need (by this faith a Christian
believes to be true whatever is revealed in
the Word, WCF XIV.2).
Second, while it is true that we no
longer possess the original texts it does
not follow that belief in their inerrancy is
not important for what we do have. Most
scholars recognise that our current form
of the biblical text in Hebrew and Greek
is, with few exceptions, probably as close
to the originals as makes little difference.
The vast majority of textual variations and
problem passages have to do with incidental matters or can be reasonably resolved
using available evidence of a documentary
kind, for example, the difficulties raised
by the Septuagint Greek version of the
Old Testament compared to the
Massoretic text.

H

istorically, it might be objected that
inerrancy is a recent belief in the
confession of the churches and has been
largely an American issue at that. Both
of these observations are misleading.
The issue of biblical inerrancy has
resulted from the post-Enlightenment
obsession with a scientific approach to
knowledge. Inerrancy is an attempt to
answer in part the criticism, from both
inside and outside the churches, that the
Bible is unscientific and unhistorical.
However, the totally truthful nature of
Scripture is something the Christian
Church has always embraced until it
began to be an issue in modern, scientific
times. It is of more than American interest though, as the doctrinal basis of the
Inter-Varsity Fellowship of Great Britain
quickly shows, while a representative
European theologian like Herman
Bavinck (Reformed Dogmatics I / IV.13)
identifies himself with all that inerrancy
stands for.
In this year of historical remembrance
of Calvin’s birth we do well as
Presbyterians to take our bearings on this
issue, as we do on other matters, from our
leading Church Father. Anyone familiar
with Calvin’s principal writings, the
Institutes and commentaries, will know
that he held the highest view of Scripture
in speaking of it as the image of the Holy
Spirit (Institutes I.9.3) and the mouthpiece and the words of the Holy Spirit, the
primary Author (for example, Calvin’s
comments on Acts 1:16, 4:26, 11:24, 17:2,
20:37-38). Paul Helm, in his groundbreaking work on Calvin’s ideas, is surely
correct when he concludes, in connection
with Calvin’s doctrine of divine accommodation, that “the idea of textual error in
the Bible, or of Jesus including erroneous

material in his teaching for pedagogic purposes, would have been abhorrent to
Calvin”.
Apologetically, some suggest that the
term “infallibility” is better than
“inerrancy”. Traditionally the former
term has included the latter. However, at
a time when some evangelicals want to

Infallible
teaching will
not last long
without the
support of
inerrant narratives that we
can implicitly
believe.
drop the idea and the term inerrancy it
does seem judicious to retain both terms.
Infallibility will then define the trustworthiness of the teaching of Scripture while
inerrancy will guarantee the truthfulness
of the historical and human information
in which that teaching is rooted.
Otherwise the content of Scripture will
part company from its form with increasingly disastrous results for the defence

and credibility of the Christian faith.
Infallible teaching will not last long without the support of inerrant narratives that
we can implicitly believe.
Pastorally and spiritually, inerrancy is
not without its relevance either.
Without a confident belief in the full
truthfulness and trustworthiness of
Scripture, “epistemic instability” (J. I.
Packer) results for the ordinary
Christian. This means that his or her
knowledge of God and the Gospel will
suffer from creeping uncertainty which,
in turn, must hinder Christian maturity
and usefulness. In the final analysis, perhaps belief in biblical inerrancy should
be thought of as an axiom of saving
faith, a belief that opens the way to
Christian joy, fellowship with likeminded Christians, confidence in prayer,
effective Bible-study, authoritative
preaching and a sure looking forward to
the Christian hope. For the churches,
the loss or denial of biblical inerrancy
will not proceed alone, but the removal
of this strand of biblical theology will
progressively unravel the whole fabric of
truth until retrieval is too late and the
supernaturalism of Scripture will be lost.
Douglas Milne is principal of the Presbyterian
ap
Theological College, Melbourne.
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Every syllable
Andrew McGowan’s controversial book undermines inerrancy.

number of books have been written recently that have precipitated
a controversy over the doctrine of
Scripture. One of these is The
Divine Spiration of Scripture, written by
Professor Andrew McGowan, a minister
of the Church of Scotland and, until
recently, the principal of Highland
Theological College. In this book,
Professor McGowan moves away from
the inerrancy of Scripture.
“Inerrancy” means that the original
manuscripts of the Bible, as written by the
apostles and prophets, are without error
in all that they teach. They speak the truth
even in matters of science and history,
although not necessarily in modern ways.
The Scriptures are from God, and God
does not lie or make mistakes. He thus
restrained the human authors from making mistakes when they wrote.
McGowan wonders, though, if this
does justice to the human authorship of
Scripture. Humans make mistakes. How
does this fit together with the divine
authorship of Scripture? He reasons that
although the Bible is from God this does
not mean that it is necessarily without
error. What if God decided to let the
human authors write with all of their
human limitations still in play? Could
God not have given us a Bible with errors
in it? Can’t God do whatever He wants?
He writes: “Scripture is as God intended it
to be but… He chose to use human
authors with all the implications of that
decision. In other words, to argue that the
only kind of Bible God was able to give us
was one with inerrant autographa is untenable.”
McGowan adds: “Having freely chosen to use human beings, God knew what
He was doing. He did not give us an
inerrant autographical text, because He
did not intend to do so… In other words,
I… reject the implication that thereby the
autographa must be inerrant.”
In reply, we can say that God can do
whatever He wants, in conformity with
His own nature. If He wanted to give us
an errant book, He could do that. Has not
every book ever written come from the
sustaining and governing providence of
God?
But Scripture is not just any book. This

A

Jared
Hood
is not an abstract argument about what
God could and could not have hypothetically done. This is about the actual
Scriptures, written by the apostles and
prophets: the only “God-breathed” book
ever written (2 Tim. 3:16).
The Dutch theologian Herman
Bavinck spoke about God as the primary
author of Scripture. The human authors
are
secondary
authors, being
carried along by
the Holy Spirit
Since Scripture (2 Pet. 1:21). The
is God’s book, human contribuan error in tion is real, but it
Scripture does not confuse
would be or corrupt God’s
God’s error. voice.
Thus,
I
believe that the
only kind of
Bible that God was able to give us was an
entirely truthful Bible. Since Scripture is
God’s book, an error in Scripture would
be God’s error. Can the truthful God lie
or make a mistake? God cannot be inconsistent with Himself.
Further, McGowan says that the Bible
does not actually teach inerrancy.
However, the Bible repeatedly asserts its
truthfulness. Jesus explicitly promised
that the Spirit would lead the disciples to
recall the truth of his earthly ministry.
That’s why John closes his Gospel by saying that it is “true” (John 14:17-26 with
21:24-25).
What was the original sin? It was the
rejection of the truthfulness of God. The
serpent had a two-pronged approach.
First, he questioned the origin and meaning of God’s command (Gen. 3:1, “Has
God said...?”). A mere question surely
can’t hurt! Second, he flatly denied that
God got it right. “You will certainly not
die” (Gen. 3:4).
Adam and Eve learned the hard way
that doubt and disbelief are not to be
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entertained with regard to the words of
God. We are duty-bound to presuppose
the truthfulness of God’s words.
It is worth noting that our church is
officially committed to the entire truthfulness of Scripture. The Westminster
Confession speaks of the “infallible truth”
of Scripture (1.5). The word infallible
comes from the Latin infallibilitas, which
means “no ability to err or be deceived”.
Infallible truth is thus unerring truth, or
truth that is unable to be mistaken. The
Confession later says that “a Christian
believeth to be true whatsoever is revealed
in the Word...” (14.2).
Some criticise the doctrine of inerrancy
because it only focuses on truth. There is
more to Scripture than just truth, we are
told. This is true – and there is no need to
elevate the truth of the Bible over its sufficiency, unity, etc. Still, as J. I. Packer says,
without inerrancy, the Church is left
“short of terminology for affirmation to a
sceptical world that the Bible is true”.
Some object to the doctrine of
inerrancy, saying that “truth” is not a category rightly applied to all the literature in
the Scriptures. What does it mean to say
that a poem is true? Is not a poem a work
of art, with different meanings to different
people?
This is a fatal misunderstanding of
Scripture. No part of Scripture is merely
art. The metaphors of the Psalms (98:8)
convey the truths that the author means
to convey. The Psalms are thus rich with
teaching about God the King, His Law
and His coming Messiah.

W

hat of the concept of inerrancy “in
the original manuscripts”. There is
today a groundswell of opinion against
this. We don’t have the original texts
today, so why have a whole doctrine about
writings 2000 years old and more.
However, it is absolutely vital that we
keep the concept of the original manuscripts. Why is this? First, because they
actually did exist. It would be historical
nonsense to suggest otherwise. I don’t
know which prophet wrote every word in
the Bible. I don’t need to know. However,
I know that the Bible was written, and
what is more, I believe that each word was
God-breathed.

Second, the Bible is far more reflective
about itself than we often imagine. It contains an overflowing abundance of references to authors and texts and the process
in which various books came to be. The
Bible sees as pivotal the role of apostles
and prophets as authors.
Our Westminster Confession affirms the
idea of the original autographs. It speaks
of the Scriptures as having been “immediately inspired by God” and subsequently
“by His singular care and providence, kept
pure in all ages”. The original language
copies of the originals are “therefore
authentical”.
Counter-arguments are still made. If
inerrant originals were so necessary, why
didn’t God preserve the originals for us
today?
You could just as easily ask, “Why
didn’t Jesus stay here with us on earth?”
“Why don’t we still have apostles with
us?” He has decided to entrust the copying of the originals to the Church, and He
has acted throughout history to ensure
that the copies are sufficiently pure.
The abundance of copies of these originals gives us an excellent link to the originals, so that the inerrancy of the originals
is relevant to us today.
Some go one step further. Since we
don’t have the originals with us, how do
we really know that they were without
error? Inerrancy is just a guess.
Even if I had the originals, I still
couldn’t prove that they are entirely truthful. I would need to be omniscient to do it.
This is not a problem, though, because
inerrancy is a faith position. To my mind,
no-one has demonstrated that there are
errors in Scripture, and I have always
found that it gives staggering insight into
human nature and history, but I’m not basing the doctrine of inerrancy on the little
bit of psychology and history that I understand. I trust in God and His words.
Some affirm the entire truthfulness of
Scripture, but still reject the notion of “in
the original manuscripts”. They affirm
“without error”, but deny the doctrine of
inerrancy. This is confusing. If it is not the
originals that were without error, how can
the copies be? One suspects that a different
concept of “truth” is at work here.
Might there not just be little errors in
the Bible: errors in some of the allegedly
unimportant bits? This is exactly what
McGowan argues. Actually, he says he is
not saying that, but he still says it (he also
says that truth and error are inappropriate
categories to apply to Scripture – whatever that means – but goes on to apply
them anyway).

He quotes approvingly from an old
Scottish theologian, James Orr. Of the
Apostle Paul, Orr writes, “He does not,
e.g., say that it secured verbal inerrancy in
ordinary historical, geographical, chronological or scientific matters. But it seems
at least clearly implied that there was no
error which could interfere with or nullify
the utility of Scripture for the ends specified…”
“Utility”
thus
trumps
truth. God is a
McGowan says
pragmatist.
that inerrantists
McGowan
have an overthen uses the
words
of
riding need
H e r m a n
for certainty.
Ridderbos, sayThey want to
ing that there
be right all the
are difficulties
time.
present in the
original texts
that arose since
the authors were not stripped of their
human limitations “in knowledge, memory, language, and capability of expressing
themselves…”
However, who gets to decide what are
the unimportant bits of Scripture? Who
gets to decide which bits are right and
wrong? Is the physical resurrection of
Christ just an unimportant detail? I
wouldn’t want to be the one to have to tell
God that any of His words are unimportant and wrong.
McGowan says that inerrantists have
an overriding need for certainty. He says
this is why they believe in inerrancy. They
want to be right all the time.

This made me stop and think. Why do
I want and need the doctrine of inerrancy?
There are two reasons.
First, God has placed it in every human
heart to want to know the truth of God.
Just as my heart yearns to know Him, so
too does it yearn to know His truth. I am
created that way.
Second, I want a true Bible, because I
want the true Christ. What do I know of
Him if His Scriptures are flawed by limited knowledge and memory? I want the
true Christ, and thus true salvation.

D

ivine Spiration should be taken as a
warning to the church. It has not
come out of a liberal seminary. It comes
out of and has been received by the
Reformed, evangelical heartland. How has
this happened? Do we today disparage
rather than cherish our Reformed orthodox heritage? Do we now assume that
doctrine is less important than it used to
be. “Let’s just get on with living the faith,”
people say. However, Jesus commanded
that we love the Lord our God with our
whole heart, strength, and mind.
If the foundation is not sound, the ruin
of the house will be great.
Positively, and ironically, books such as
Divine Spiration help us to see afresh
what a marvellous thing it is that God has
given us in the Scriptures. He has given us
the truth, so that we might truly know the
true Christ! Praise be to God for His
inerrant Word!
Jared Hood lectures in theology at the
Presbyterian
Theological
College,
ap
Melbourne.
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Culture Shift

R. Albert Mohler
Colorado: Multnomah, 2008.
Reviewed by Peter Barnes

R

. Albert Mohler writes simply,
powerfully, and with sanity. It is a
rare combination these days. Western
culture in general suffers from the
same afflictions that beset American
culture, so everything that Mohler
writes is relevant to what used to be
called Christendom. Any kind of
orthodox religion is now seen as biased
and irrational, and so excluded from
the public arena. In fact, it is the public arena that has become infested with
bias and lunacy. With good reason,
Mohler accuses the US Supreme Court
of engaging in “a form of judicial
sophistry”.
The prevailing religion of secular
humanism has led to what David
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Brooks has called “the accumulated
habits of non-judgmentalism”. This in
turn has led to judgmentalism against
any sort of Christian “fundamentalism”
on basic issues to do with marriage,
the family, sexuality, decency, and life
itself.
Examples abound, but a notable one
occurred when Planned Parenthood
opposed the use of ultrasound technology for pregnant women on the
grounds that it was “coercive”. What
PP meant was that it was enlightening,
and had the effect of reducing the
number of abortions – and that was a
problem! Mohler is a genuine guide on
these issues, both in terms of underlying philosophy and the resultant practice. It is a short work of about 160
pages, and will prove to be a help to
Christians and a challenge to nonChristians.
Peter Barnes is books editor of AP.

Not Under Bondage

Biblical Divorce for Abuse,
Adultery and Desertion
Barbara Roberts
Maschil Press, 2008.
Reviewed by Peter Barnes

B

arbara Roberts, having come to
some kind of Christian faith, married an unbeliever, left him when he
abused her, then rejoined him after his
profession of faith, and then finally left
him for good when the abuse recurred.
This book is her attempt to deal with
the issue of divorce for abuse, borne of
her own experience.
Barbara maintains that a seriously
mistreated spouse can divorce a seriously offending spouse. She writes,
truly no doubt, that “abusers rarely
desert their partner; they want to stay
in the marriage but they also want to
retain a position of power, which
results in continued abuse”.
Barbara argues rather vigorously, and,
for example, is critical of Augustine of
Hippo’s famous mother, Monica, for
her meek response to the infidelities
and anger of her pagan husband,
Patricius. The issue is a real one, but
the Christian response surely feels the
tension between demanding justice and
suffering injustice. In 1 Samuel 25, it
was God who struck down Nabal,
which left Abigail free to marry David.
This is a useful book, which will
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prove helpful. However, once abuse is
defined in non-violent terms, there is
an obvious problem. Abuse can be
subtle, and accusations of abuse can
be equally subtle. In the end, the definition of abuse could become very
elastic. This area is a minefield, and
one can only tread into it with caution and humility. I rather think that
only with very specific and concrete
examples of abuse, with both parties
present, could one deal appropriately
with this issue.

Heaven A World of Love

Jonathan Edwards
Banner of Truth Trust, Edinburgh, 2008.
Reviewed by Mignon Goswell

‘G

ood things come in small packages.” How true of the Pocket
Puritans series from Banner of Truth!
They are great for slipping into a purse or
into your pocket to read when you are
waiting for someone! It may be small but
this 116 pages of Jonathan Edwards’ writings will give you plenty to ponder and
revel in.
Considered the most helpful and influential of all American writers of the 18th
century, Jonathan Edwards here inspires
us to think of heaven constantly: to prepare for it, but more than that, to live
within the knowledge of heaven that
awaits us. This booklet is part of his
longer work entitled Charity and its Fruits.
The subject throughout the book is of
love. Heaven is a place of perfect love. We
cannot know that perfect love yet while
on earth but it is certain that we will one
day if we trust in the Lord of Heaven.
Other transient gifts will pass away but
love will remain. We need to practise here
on earth for that love of heaven.
This small book is a treasure to re-read
many times. We are apt to forget what lies
ahead of us. We should always remember
Edwards’ injunction near the end of the
book: “Be content to pass through all difficulties on the way to heaven … Be willing to undergo the labour… What is it all
in comparison with the sweet rest that is
at your journey’s end?”
Mignon Goswell is manager of PTC Media
at the Presbyterian Theological College,
Melbourne.
All books reviewed are available from the
Reformers Bookshop – Phone: (02) 9569
ap
9857 or visit www.reformers.com.au
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Good news
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20 daily Bible studies in
2 Timothy and Proverbs 24-26
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hese are tough times. The eternal message
of the Bible as God’s authentic, infallible
Word consists of both good news and bad
news. The bad news is that we are all sinners destined for eternal punishment in hell; this is
the default option. The good news is that God has
done something about this through the death of
His Son. The bad news is there is no salvation to
be had apart from faith in Jesus. The good news is
that simple faith in Jesus is all that is required to
be saved. The bad news is that it is impossible to
take hold of the good news without first accepting
the reality of the bad news – the very thing that
our society refuses to do!

T

The sad news is that the church too easily succumbs to the world’s “wisdom” that finds the bad
news totally unacceptable. None of us, of course,
finds the bad news palatable, and, left to his own
imaginings, Man would never have “invented” the
Christian gospel. The bottom line, therefore, is that
the only authority we can ever have for proclaiming this gospel is that it is what God declares in
the Scriptures.
Paul realised that Timothy needed to be 100%
clear on this if he was going to have an effective
ministry. When Jesus returns, He will judge our
work for Him, not in terms of “success”, but in
terms of faithfulness to His Word.

Bruce Christian
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Fanning the flame.

DAY 1
THE PASSAGE

2 TIMOTHY 1:1-7

THE POINT God has blessed us all with certain gifts and

made us heirs of a rich spiritual heritage established by those
who have stood firm on the truth of His written Word and
proclaimed Jesus, His only Son and promised Messiah, as the
only Saviour and source of eternal life. We, too, must stand
firm on these truths, and use the gifts He has given us with
power, love and self-discipline.
THE PARTICULARS

• At the end of his previous letter to Timothy (6:19-21), Paul
had emphasised the truth that the authentic life God intends
for us to enjoy forever is to be found in Jesus alone, and that he
must not let anything divert him from that truth; he begins this
letter by reminding the young pastor that this is the basis of his

2 TIMOTHY 1:8-12

THE POINT The Church has too often succumbed to the

temptation to appear “successful” before a watching world by
promoting “celebrities” who profess Christ as a means of
attracting others to follow Him. Such a mind-set tends to
overlook the centrality of God’s grace in salvation, and the fact
that Jesus Himself warned us that following Him would be
costly in terms of popularity and “success” as the world defines
it. He calls us to suffer for Him in the world if that is what
remaining faithful to His Word entails.
THE PARTICULARS

• Paul was aware of the pressure on a young minister to identify with “winners” rather than “losers”, but to do so would

• How timid are you about your faith? How can you be
braver?

hardly be consistent with proclaiming a Gospel based on grace
alone rather than on our achievements (8-9a); strangely, the
whole work of Gospel ministry is about losing for God so that
His power can be shown (cf John 12:25-26; 2 Cor. 4:7-12)!
• He also warned Timothy to avoid “cheap” grace: God’s purpose in choosing us is that we might be holy, making His commandments our code of conduct in all things (9a; cf Ephesians
2:10).
• God remains in control over time and space: our calling in
Christ, made known to us at a point in history, is effective and
assured from the beginning of time to “that day”; therefore,
everything is safe with Him, regardless of any set-back along
the way (9b-12).

Speak the truth in love.

DAY 3
THE PASSAGE

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

I’m not ashamed to own my Lord.

DAY 2
THE PASSAGE

own apostleship, the commissioning he had received from God
(1).
• Paul remained committed to the true faith of his fathers (3),
and was encouraged by Timothy’s own strong spiritual heritage
(5).
• He had a prayerful, passionate concern for Timothy’s ministry (3): that it would be blessed by God (2); that he would be
given an opportunity for personal encouragement in his trials
(4); and especially that Timothy would actively pursue putting
to good use the gifts with which God had clearly anointed him
(6-7).

2 TIMOTHY 1:13-18

THE POINT Just as prosperity and materialism so easily divert

would-be believers from the Gospel today, so in Paul’s day persecution and ridicule caused many to defect (cf Luke 8:14) or,
worse still, to ruin the true Gospel by altering it to be more
acceptable to sinful man. Paul continues to stress the importance of “guarding” Scriptural truth, pointing out both the
dereliction of those who don’t, and the personal cost (and
reward) for those who do.
THE PARTICULARS

• We all have a responsibility to assert, maintain and defend the
faith against constant pressure to deny, weaken or undermine it
today; we are to do this, not just intellectually, but with a clear,

personal, living faith, and showing all the love of Christ as we
do so. We cannot do this in our own strength, but can rely on
the Holy Spirit’s power to keep us from going astray (13-14).
• It is sad that Paul felt so totally deserted by the Christians in
Rome who had come from the churches he’d planted in what is
now Turkey – ie apart from Onesiphorus; apparently they were
“above” being associated with a disgraced “prisoner” (15-18).
• Paul could see in Onesiphorus an example of Matthew 5:7
(18).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What is it costing you to stand up for the truth of the
Gospel?

Pass it on – by word and life.

DAY 4

activity. All our Gospel endeavours should keep this in mind –
learning from those who are ahead of us in the work, purposefully teaching those who are coming after us, and making sure
that they in turn are preparing to keep the process going
beyond that. The advantage of this method is that it takes into
account the fact that the Good News message is not just about
the head (information) but about the heart (a personal, comprehensive, life-changing reality); it ensures we are teaching by
our example, actions and life-style.

between grace and works, between trusting and striving (cf 19;
Philippians 2:12-13; Romans 6:1-4). “Be strong” is about making a serious effort; “in the grace” is about resting on God’s
provision!
• Gospel work is like
– military service (it involves a tight focus and discipline to
cope with the difficulties) (3-4);
– athletics (it is about sacrificing everything to achieve a specific goal (5); and
– farming (it involves hard work – sowing and reaping) (6).

THE PARTICULARS

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• “Be strong in the grace that is in Christ Jesus” (1) is one of
Paul’s many statements that remind us of the delicate balance

• What are you doing by way of personal evangelism? Is your
life/life-style a convincing proof of the truth of your words?

THE PASSAGE

2 TIMOTHY 2:1-7

THE POINT God has designed evangelism as a “pass-it-on”
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Worth standing firm.

DAY 5

restrictions it placed on his evangelism, could be seen by some
as a negation of his whole message. So he wants to reassure
Timothy (and the whole Church in every age of discouragement) that the Gospel is founded firmly on reliable historical
facts; that we must stay focussed on eternity, not our present
circumstances; and that there are dire consequences for anyone
who denies the truth.

• The early Christians were labelled as common criminals (9).
• Proclamation of Jesus Christ as Saviour can never be silenced,
despite all attempts, because God’s Word can’t be chained (9b).
• God will save all those whom He has chosen; suffering that
results from faithfulness to Him, no matter how difficult it
might be, is therefore eternally worthwhile and purposeful (10).
• God is faithful both to His promises (ensuring the safety of
all who stay true), and to His threats (cf Matthew 10:33) (1113).

THE PARTICULARS

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

•
At the heart of the Gospel is the fact that Jesus became
truly man and then conquered death decisively on behalf of His
elect (8).

• Can the elect be lost? What is the danger of complacency?
Why does Paul speak so strongly in verses 12-13 (cf Hebrews
6:4-6)?

THE PASSAGE

2 TIMOTHY 2:8-13

THE POINT Paul’s imprisonment, with its suffering and the

Getting the Bible right.

DAY 6

in times of apathy and opposition when we are seeing very little
authentic response to the Gospel, to be side-tracked by fascinating issues that exercise the imagination without contributing
much to the task of evangelism or growing in practical
Christlikeness. If Satan can’t keep us from reading/studying
God’s Word he is happy just to get us bogged down in minor,
divisive points.

to differ and resolving to love”. Back-stabbing gossip becomes
the most effective “carrier” of the resulting infectious disease
(14, 16-17).
• A healthy, balanced theological understanding comes from
the regular, thoughtful, systematic study of the whole Bible,
making use of the insights of sound scholarship over many
years (15).
• The heretics were denying our future bodily resurrection
(18).

THE PARTICULARS

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• From the beginning Christians have often damaged the work
of the Gospel by letting different emphases and nuances of
words become major areas of contention instead of “agreeing

• Have you ever been in a Bible Study when a small difference
of opinion has grown into a fellowship-breaking rift? What was
your contribution? How could it have been handled better?

THE PASSAGE

2 TIMOTHY 2:14-18

THE POINT It is very easy, as we press on in the Christian life

Noble, or ignoble?.

DAY 7
THE PASSAGE

2 TIMOTHY 2:19-26

THE POINT Paul needs to take yesterday’s point a bit further.

Timothy was not only to get the message of the Bible right
(15), opening it up appropriately for the hearer (as milk for
spiritual infants, meat for the mature, rebuke for wayward,
comfort for the anxious, etc), he was to make sure his whole
life reflected the truth and power of its message. Yes, God had
put His seal upon him as one of the elect, but he was to work
this out in obedient devotion.
THE PARTICULARS

• The fact that God “knows” His elect assures our safety forever; but it does not mean that we can complacently do as we
please, presuming on His grace/forgiveness! This balance (cf 1)

ought to be the Church’s motto, inscribed on its foundation
stone (19).
• As the “components” of Christ’s Church, our desire and aim
must always be to be useful to it, and enhancing of its beauty
(20-21).
• We cannot pretend to be “neutral” to the pressure of our
godless society; we must flee the pressure that plays on our
lust/greed, and pursue purity, and the fruit of the Spirit, in all
things (22).
• Our aim is always to win people, not arguments! This requires
the whole package Paul spells out in Galatians 5:22-23 (23-26)!
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Does your life add beauty/nobility/value to Christ’s Church?

Trouble ahead.

DAY 8
THE PASSAGE

2 TIMOTHY 3:1-9

THE POINT Compromise with the surrounding society has

always been the the cause of the Church’s demise. It was what
for ever plagued the OT Church, Israel, and, sadly, it is what
plagues us today. It is about “having a form of godliness but
denying its power”.
THE PARTICULARS

• The “last days” refers to the whole time between the first and
second comings of Christ, the time which “is coming and now
is” (John 4:23, 5:25); there is evidence around us (as in these
verses) that we could well be in the very last of these last days
(1).
• The effects of Last Days Syndrome are easily identified as the

ills of any society, especially our own (see exercise below, 2-5).
• Modern technology makes it easier for false ideas and values
to “worm their way into homes” and “gain control” over the
weak-willed, feeding on dormant lusts (6); and post-modern
thinking that says there is no absolute truth, makes it easier still
(7).
• Rebellion against authority is at the very heart of our sin (8-9).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Go through the list of “indicators” of the last days in verses
2-5. Taking each in turn, what particular outworking of it do
you see in the world today? What strategy do you have in place
to ensure that you “have nothing to do with them”? Is it working?
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2 TIMOTHY 3:10-17

THE POINT Against the pressure of an increasingly godless

world that can use the lust and greed of man’s heart to promote
its cause, what hope does the Gospel have? Paul points
Timothy to two things: his own testimony as clear evidence of
God’s sovereign rule, and the power of the Scriptures as God’s
breathed-out Word to enable us to live useful, fruitful, godly
lives in this same world.
THE PARTICULARS

• As he reflected on his earthly pilgrimage, the imprisoned
apostle could claim to have “walked the talk”; his teaching and
lifestyle consistently modelled the work/fruit of the Spirit (1011a).

2 TIMOTHY 4:1-8

THE POINT The history of the Church has given adequate

proof that Paul’s warnings here were well founded. Our own
day is a typical example of how sinful man wants even his religious beliefs on his own terms, shaping his own “gods” rather
than submitting to what God has clearly revealed in His written
Word. Even much evangelical worship today is centred on
tickling man’s fancies, with little time for reading, proclaiming
and challenging people from the Bible. Preachers today who
seek to discharge all the duties of their ministry in the way Paul
called on Timothy to do are often discouraged by the adverse
reaction from their flock!

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Paul lists nine key aspects of Christian living in verses 10-11.
How would you rate yourself on each of these? Where are you
most lacking? What is your strategy for growth (cf 16-17)?

• Jesus is the Judge; all that will really count when He comes is
how faithful we have been to Him, not our worldly “success”
(1).
• Persistent faithfulness to the Scriptures is not easy in the face
of opposition, discouragement and seeming lack of results.
The preacher must be patient, and unmoved by his circumstances (2).
• “Popularity” and “success” are not usually reliable indicators
of faithfulness (3-4); faithful ministry is never easy (5), as Paul
had discovered from his own experience (6), but all that really
matters is what will happen when Jesus returns as Judge (7-8).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

Especially the Parchments.

DAY 11
2 TIMOTHY 4:9-22

THE POINT We all depend on fellowship with other believers

to keep us spiritually refreshed, and we readily feel the impact if
we are for some reason isolated from it. Probably most of us
have many copies of the Bible in our homes – but how important is it to us?
THE PARTICULARS

• Paul’s ministry was a team effort. At one level, he could
depend on the Lord alone to provide for all his needs (cf
Philippians 4:11-13,19); but at another level he wanted to know
that others were standing with him in the cause of the Gospel,
especially in prayer (cf Ephesians 6:19, 1 Thessalonians 5:25)
(9-12, 17-22); our “relational” God designed us for fellowship
with others.

• To Paul’s credit he was reunited to Mark (11; cf Acts 15:3740).
• The “parchments” were probably Paul’s copies of the
Hebrew Scriptures and the Septuagint. As he had been
explaining to Timothy, the Scriptures are fundamental to our
message (13).
• The Church will always be hindered by deserters like Demas
(10; cf Colossians 4:14), and detractors like Alexander; we are
to withstand them, and trust God to deal with them in His
time (14-16), just as we can trust Him to bring us safely
“home” (18).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How much would it affect your daily life if you lost your
Bible?

God speaks! Why are we silent?.

DAY 12
THE PASSAGE

• Jesus had made it quite clear to His disciples on many occasions that following Him would be costly and would involve
intense persecution from a hostile world; but He made it
equally clear that He would look after them (cf John 15:1816:4, 33) (11b-13).
• Paul had proved in his own life that the Scriptures are God’s
authentic, comprehensive, reliable and powerful revelation to
us, and are therefore to be our final authority in all things (1417).

• What is faithfulness to God’s Word costing you in ministry?

THE PARTICULARS

THE PASSAGE

U D Y

Preach the Word – regardless!.

DAY 10
THE PASSAGE

T

God’s proven, powerful Word.

DAY 9
THE PASSAGE

S

PROVERBS 24:1-12

THE POINT Atheistic humanism is actively seeking to capti-

vate the hearts of men (cf the venom with which people like
Richard Dawkins are attacking Christian schooling!). We cannot afford to “falter” or plead ignorance when the eternal destiny of (especially young) lives is at stake. In God’s strength
we need to stand firm on the Bible, for He will call us to
account if we remain silent (10-12).
THE PARTICULARS

• The Bible separates us into the “wicked” (those wanting to
live independently from God) and the “righteous” (those
brought into a right relationship with Him by His grace). The
wicked often appear to prosper (cf Psalms 37 and 73), and it
becomes easy for the righteous to be drawn to their ways. Like
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his father David (cf Psalm 1), Solomon warns us against the
dangers of this (1-2).
• We are constantly involved in a spiritual battle; we are more
likely to gain victory in this battle if we are firmly established in
a fortified position, based on the wisdom that can only come
from God as He reveals Himself in His Word, and the treasury
of wisdom that is “stored up” in Christ (3-6; cf Colossians 2:23).
• Such wisdom is beyond the reach of humanism (7; cf 1:7;
9:10).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Do you have full confidence in the authenticity of God’s
Word?
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Right priorities.

DAY 13
THE PASSAGE

PROVERBS 24:13-22

THE POINT Jesus tells us to “seek first His kingdom and His

righteousness, and all these things will be given to you as well”
(Matthew 6:33). This is basically the message Solomon is trying to get across to his son, and to us ... but we are all such slow
learners!
THE PARTICULARS

• Ezekiel (3:3) and John (Rev. 10:9f) were both told to eat
God’s scroll because it would be like honey in their mouths.
The psalmist (19:10, 119:103) felt the same way about God’s
Word. As honey is sweet, nutritious and invigorating for the
body (cf 1 Sam. 14:27), so is God’s Word for the soul (13-14).
• In spite of outward appearances from time to time, it is

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• If you’re running late, what do you forgo, Bible or breakfast?

Honesty and hard work.

DAY 14
THE PASSAGE

always safer in the long run to stay on God’s side (15-16); nevertheless, God does not approve of “triumphalism”, for He
often shows compassion to those who oppose Him (17-18; cf
Romans 5:6-11)!
• In times of discouragement it is good to focus on our future
hope (19-20; cf 2 Corinthians 4:16-5:5; Hebrews 11:10, 3812:3).
• God sets human authorities in place to carry out His purposes (cf Romans 13:1; 1 Peter 2:17); in the end, Solomon’s
descendent, the true Messiah-King, is the one who is to be
feared (21-22).

PROVERBS 24:23-34

THE POINT Honesty and hard work are 2 old fashioned

virtues that seem to be lacking in our society. We are becoming
more concerned with how we can make the system work to
our advantage than with putting in the hard yards for the common good; and if this means we need to turn a blind eye to
what may perhaps be unfair to those on the losing side, so be it.
Using money to make money without material productivity, as
in playing the stock market, is a good example – and we are
now seeing the outcome on a large scale. Solomon addresses
both these issues in today’s passage.

are won or lost, rather than a place where justice is established;
plea bargaining seems to be par for the course. God is just,
and He requires justice of us also; we ignore this to our peril
(23-25).
• Our lips can be used for affection, a corollary of honesty; but
they must not be used to retaliate and hurt to others (26, 2829).
• We were designed for honest physical labour (cf Genesis
2:15). Rest is the sequel to labour, not a replacement for it (27,
30-34)!
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What are the implications of the 4th and 9th Commandments
for both work and rest, and for relationships (Ex. 20:8-11,16)?

THE PARTICULARS

• Sadly, our law courts have become an arena where contests

Humble service.

DAY 15
THE PASSAGE

PROVERBS 25:1-10

THE POINT The sovereign Lord God calls us to serve Him

faithfully, and with genuine humility, recognising that He is
God and we are His fallen creatures, relying on His grace alone
to lead us, teach us, and decide if we are to receive any recognition from men!
THE PARTICULARS

• The “men of Hezekiah” may include Isaiah, Hosea and
Micah (1).
• The role of the King is to represent God among the people.
The fact that God cannot be known fully (cf Is. 45t:15, Rom.
11:33) does not mean that we cannot know Him at all; and His
earthly representative has the responsibility to “search Him

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Are you a faithful, humble and zealous servant of King Jesus?

Moderation in all things.

DAY 16
THE PASSAGE

out” on behalf of the people (cf Deut. 17:18-20). Ultimately,
the true King, Jesus, reveals to us the “mysteries” of God (2-3).
• Many rulers/leaders in God’s Kingdom have been ruined by
tolerating, and compromising with, ungodly influences (4-5).
• We are to serve King Jesus with genuine humility, leaving to
Him whatever kudos we may or may not get (6-7a, cf Luke
14:7-11).
• In pursuing justice, we need to be careful about our “facts”
(we rarely have the full story), our motives, the state of our
own hearts, and the confidences of others (7b-10, cf Matthew
7:1-5).

PROVERBS 25:11-17

THE POINT Self-control is listed among the 9 things that

constitute the fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22-23); in our own day,
with intense marketing pressure constantly impacting our lives,
it is a virtue Christians need to pursue and live out as part of
our function as salt and light. This is as true of our words as of
our actions.
THE PARTICULARS

• Finding just the right words to say can make all the difference to another person’s life, even if it has to be a timely rebuke
to one whose respect we have gained through genuine friendship, and who is therefore willing to listen and take our advice
(11-12). Kind, patient words can work wonders with a hard

boss (15)!
• On the other hand, words without action, promises without
payment, are like storm clouds that produce no rain for a
farmer who desperately needs it (14); a master who can trust a
servant with a message finds this as uplifting as an icy drink in
the heat of summer (13). Are you a faithful “messenger” of
God’s Word?
• We are very capable of destroying something good simply by
overindulgence in it; we need to know when to say “when” –
and perhaps how to warn each other gently about excesses (1617)!
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Why are we slow to recognise lack of self-control in ourselves?
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Loving Others 101.

DAY 17
THE PASSAGE

PROVERBS 25:18-28

THE POINT Incredibly, while communication technology

accelerates, we are losing the ability to communicate! Here are
some wise words.
THE PARTICULARS

• God has designed us to live in community and to depend on
each other, which is why He gives so many instructions about
this in His Word, and why it is so hurtful if we let others down,
and painful if they let us down, especially in hard times (18-19).
Even intended “good” words or deeds, if inappropriate for the
occasion, can “stir things up” and do more harm than good
(20).
• God even goes a step further: contrary to the instincts of our
fallen nature (cf all the present conflicts in the world), we are to

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How does knowing Jesus impact on your communication
skills?

Wisdom concerning fools.

DAY 18
THE PASSAGE

love our enemies, not just in theory but in practice, and leave
the consequences in God’s hands (21-22; cf Romans 12:17-21)!
• Unhelpful responses from sinful hearts are inevitable; the
best course of action is to steer clear as much as possible (2324)!
• Because most of the news we hear and watch from “distant
lands” is depressing, we can appreciate the sentiments of verses
25-26!
• Lack of self-control leaves us in a vulnerable position (27a,
28) just as lack of humility leaves us humbled before men
(27b).

PROVERBS 26:1-12

THE POINT How are we to witness effectively and lovingly

to a society so hostile at worst, and apathetic at best, to the
Gospel of God’s grace? Where are we to start in the face of
such foolishness (cf 1:7)? When are we, like Paul, trying to
“be all things to all men” (1 Cor. 9:22), and when are we just
“throwing pearls to pigs” (Matt. 7:6)? Here are some helpful
suggestions for us.
THE PARTICULARS

• It would be out of character for God to honour fools (1, 8).
• God sees that unjust curses never come to rest to cause harm
(2); but He does need to discipline fools to keep them in line
(3).

• A fool, not knowing or fearing God, makes two mistakes: (i)
he argues in a way that is mocking rather than edifying; and (ii)
he presents a case that cannot be substantiated because it fails
to acknowledge the power of God in His world. We must not
fall into the trap of the first (say, in presenting the case for creation over evolution!) (4); but we should address the second
head on by pointing out the illogicality of ignoring the major
premise (5).
• Fools should never be entrusted with wise matters (6-7, 9-10).
• Fools unaware of their foolishness are unteachable (12).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What is the stern warning of 2 Peter 2 as Peter quotes verse
11?

Not enough work....

DAY 19
THE PASSAGE

PROVERBS 26:13-16

THE POINT Because God designed us for work, failure to

take up whatever opportunities He gives us is really a denial of
His rightful rule in our lives. The sin of laziness lurks constantly in our fallen nature, and it can express itself in many different, subtle ways.
THE PARTICULARS

• People who allow the inherent laziness of their fallen nature
to express itself unaddressed will find any excuse for not getting stuck into effective, productive work; they will always be
able to convince themselves it is too “risky” to do something,
and so procrastinate (13; cf Solomon’s similar argument in
Ecclesiastes 11:1-6, and Jesus’ Lazy Servant parable, Matthew

25:14-30).
• We need to be careful that activities we are involved in are not
just moving in the same spot without achieving anything (14)!
• Another form of laziness is to set out on a task with the best
of intentions but fail to finish it, thereby achieving nothing
(15).
• The ultimate hypocrisy of laziness is when we can rationalise
our circumstances and convince ourselves that we are working
hard while doing nothing, claiming to have more wisdom than
all who can give a good account of their stewardship (16).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How are you dealing with the sin of procrastination? Truly?

...too much talk.

DAY 20
THE PASSAGE

PROVERBS 26:17-28

THE POINT Insincere and deceptive “speech” seems to have

become a feature of the communication explosion. Here is a
timely warning to us.
THE PARTICULARS

• Whereas we must never turn a blind eye to injustices (cf
24:12; Ps. 82:4, Is. 58:6-7), we must also be careful not to get
involved in disputes better left to sort themselves out; meddling
could make matters worse and then come back to bite us (17).
• Words can be very hurtful (cf James 3:9-10); insensitive joking may even raise a superficial laugh while deep down causing
untold harm. Worse still, we might even intend malice but try
to escape censure by pretending to be speaking in jest (18-19).
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• As James points out, gossip is as uncontrollable and dangerous as a forest fire (James 3:5-6); conversely, the best way to
maintain peace and harmony is to refuse to add fuel to the fire.
Sadly, our fallen nature has a very “sweet tooth” for juicy gossip
(20-22)!
• Saddest of all is the deliberate use of the tongue to deceive, in
defiance of the 9th Commandment. It is the epitome of
hypocrisy and the worst kind of malice, and will eventually be
exposed. It will be the undoing of the deceiver (23-28; cf
Galatians 6:7).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• God’s Word is true, honest and reliable. Can yours be
trusted?

N

Across
Australia
Presbyterians honoured

G
overnor-General Quentin Bryce has
approved awards to several Presbyterians
or people with Presbyterian associations
as part of the Australia Day Honours
List.
Member (AM) of the Order of
Australia: The Reverend Dr William
Howell Edwards, Cumberland Park
(SA), for service to the indigenous
community as an interpreter and through
the recording of the languages and culture
of the Anangu people of central
Australia, to education, and to the
Uniting Church in Australia.
Medal (OAM) of the Order of
Australia: Mr David Matthew Johnston,
Mentone (Vic.), for service to music and
the community, particularly through
organ performances, installations and
restorations and fundraising events. Mr
Johnston, musical director of Carols By
Candlelight at the Sidney Myer Music
Bowl in Melbourne from 1969 to 1992 is
choirmaster of the St Kilda Presbyterian
Church.
Associate Professor Chee-Seong Lee,
Box Hill North (Vic.), for service to
veterinary education and research, to
international student welfare at the
University of Melbourne, and to the
community through the Burwood
Community Presbyterian Church
where he has been an elder for 10 years.
Dr Donald Arthur Sinclair, Macleod
(Vic.), for service to the community,
particularly through the Ryder-Cheshire
Foundation, to education and to a range
of professional associations. Dr Sinclair
was chairman of the Presbyterian Ladies
College Council from 1990 to 1992.
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Mrs Catherine Rhondda Vanzella,
Exeter (NSW), for service to politics
through roles with the Liberal Party of
Australia, and to the community. She was
involved with the Presbyterian
Fellowship Association in the 1960s.
Mr Jock Campbell Wallis, Seymour
(Vic.), for service to the community of
Seymour through contributions to
natural resource management, historical
and service organisations. Mr Wallis was
elder and board secretary, Seymour
Presbyterian Church, and also Sunday
School Superintendent.
Mrs Elizabeth Anne Wilkes,
Doncaster East (Vic.), for service to the
community of Templestowe, particularly
through roles with social welfare and
church organisations. Mrs Wilkes has
served on the board of management at
Scots Presbyterian Church, Melbourne,
since 1999 and has been a member since
1992, and before that was on the board of
management at Donvale Presbyterian
Church.
Mrs Grace Eileen Woolcock,
Lambton (NSW), for service to the
community of Lambton, particularly
through contributions to Meals on
Wheels. Mrs Woolcock was a volunteer at
the Presbyterian Women’s Association
Opportunity Shop, for 20 years and a
member of the Ladies Guild,
Presbyterian Church.

Perth outreach

T

he session of the Scots Church,
Fremantle (WA), has appointed Clive
and Doreen Griffiths to work in partnership with the Rev. Stuart Bonnington in
opening up an outreach church service
and Sunday school in the rapidly developing south-eastern Perth suburban area of
Southern River. A “get to know you”
sausage sizzle was held in January with the
first church service and Sunday school
being planned for 22 February.

124 – and out

S

t Andrew’s Presbyterian Church,
Manly (NSW), celebrated 124 years of
Presbyterian ministry in Manly and the
retirement of session clerk Dr John Begg
on 18 October. Dr Begg, who was session
clerk for 16 years, has contributed more
than 36 years as an elder and has been a
member of St Andrew’s for 76 years.
Special guest on the day was NSW
Moderator Bruce Meller.

First birthday

AChurch
ustralia’s first Brazilian Christian
has celebrated its first birthday.
The church, based at St Andrew’s
Presbyterian Church in Manly, held a
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special service on 26 October 26, at which
the highlight was the baptism and profession of faith of Michael. While others
have come to Christ through the Church,
this was the first public baptism and profession of faith. Both Rev. Wilson
Fernandes and Rev. Derek Bullen took
part in the sacrament of baptism.

PLC helps Allowah

SCollege,
tudents from Presbyterian Ladies
Sydney, have raised more than
$8000 for Allowah hospital, a
Presbyterian hospital located at Dundas
that cares for children up to 16. It is now
caring for 80 families. The students raised
money by donations, cooking food and
other activities.
The money was received by Tracey
Szanto, Allowah’s Executive Director of
Nursing, at a school assembly in
September. The link made such an impact
on the 2008 year 12 students that the 2009
students are repeating the project and
hoping to arrange service and work experience visits.

Students pack hampers
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been involved in this program now for
several years, with one lesson being that
real problems require practical responses.
“We usually hand out an additional 100
hampers on top of the 100 plus hampers
that we receive from Scots,” said PSS
spokeswoman Ruth Forsayth.

New principal

Market raises $17,671

Linda Evans has been appointed principal of Fairholme College in Toowomba, Hundreds of people came to the 94th
board chairman Ian Anderson has Presbyterian Market at the Hurstville
announced. Head of senior school and
deputy principal since 2003, she takes up
the post at the beginning of term 2.

Indian mission

O

n 5 December a commissioning service
was held for the Rev. Richard Wilson as
he began his ministry as pastoral coordinator for Indian Reformed Fellowship
Australia (IRFA). Mr Wilson began
ministry among Bible Presbyterian
Churches in Delhi on 1 January.

Presbyterian PM

A new biography of the South
Snership
cots College (NSW) students in part- Melbourne-based Australian Prime
with Presbyterian Social Services Minister, Andrew Fisher, by David Day,
of the PCNSW busily put together
around 200 Christmas hampers to help
support needy people over the Christmas
and New Year period. The students have

Church, Camberwell, under the ministry
of the Rev. Patrick Murdoch. The book,
the most comprehensive about Fisher so
far, traces his rise as a boy from the coal
pits of Scotland, to similar work after he
migrated to Queensland, then his glory as
leader of Labor Governments in Australia
in the years after Federation in 1901.

has been released. Fisher served three
terms as Prime Minister between 1908
and 1915 and was a committed
Presbyterian. He attended Trinity

Aquatic and Leisure Centre in Sydney on
15 October. Proceeds of the day, which
totalled $17,671, will go to the PCNSW
Child Protection Unit. Market-goers
were tempted by 22 stalls well stocked with
donated goods from all over the state; most
of it handmade or home-cooked. PWA
President Evelyn Mill said the market provided a time of Christian fellowship as
PWA members throughout NSW joined
together to serve and witness for God.

Capalaba minister

T

he Redlands Presbyterian Church
(Qld) family, friends, and Mowbray
Presbytery filled the Capalaba Church
on 21 September for the ordination of
Linden Fooks. Linden and Emma and
ther children moved from Drummoyne
Presbyterian Church (NSW) in January
2008 to allow Linden to take up this position.

Tops conference

T

he Tops Christian Conference Centre
was a crafty place to be on 7 to 9
November when 108 women – including
three generations of one family – attended
the PWA of NSW Christian Education
Committee’s annual Be Creative Craft
Camp. The event attracted women of all
ages and gave participants the opportunity
to learn new crafts, make new friends and
introduce friends to Jesus.
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Around
the World
‘Kick out Mugabe’

T

he BBC has reported that the
Ugandan-born Archbishop of York has
said that Zimbabwe’s president Robert
Mugabe should be forced out of office.
Writing in the Observer newspaper, Dr
John Sentamu called for Mr Mugabe and
his allies to be overthrown so they could
stand trial in The Hague.
Dr Sentamu added: “The time to
remove them from power has come.”
Assist

Christian sisters can appeal

Agranted
Supreme Court judge in Egypt has
Christian Bahia El-Sisi the right
to appeal her conviction for falsification
of documents – a charge stemming from
her official papers not identifying her as a
Muslim. They have always been
Christian but 46 years ago their father
converted briefly to Islam, and there is
no official means of converting from
Islam in Egypt so the law regards the sisters as Muslim.
Compass Direct

$250 to kill pastor

H
indu extremist groups in Orissa, India,
are offering money, food and alcohol to
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arrested at Cairo airport as she and her
family tried to leave for Russia. According
to a story by the Assyrian International
News Agency (AINA), the Egypt for
Christ Ministry is reporting that Martha
Samuel has been sexually assaulted by
Egyptian police officers at El-Nozha
police station as well as at the National
Security office in Heliopolis.
AINA said Samuel has also been
beaten and tortured in an attempt to force
her to return to Islam. The police have
promised to release her if she does.

Atheist bus ads spread

T

he anti-God bus ad campaign has
spread beyond Britain to Spain and is due
to start in Italy this month. Buses on two
routes in Barcelona display the message,
“There’s probably no God. Now stop
worrying and enjoy your life,” translated
into Catalan.
Meanwhile in Italy, home of the
Roman Catholic headquarters, buses
with the slogan, “The bad news is that
God does not exist. The good news is
that we do not need him,” was scheduled
to start in Genoa. Similar campaigns are
being negotiated in Australia and
Canada. But in Australia, according to
The Age, atheists have complained to
official tribunals of religious discrimination when the bus companies’ advertising agency, APN Outdoor, declined the
ads.

Wycliffe’s grand plan

W

ycliffe Bible Translators, the world’s
largest Bible translation organisation, is to
launch a major project to translate the
Bible into the last remaining languages.
According to Christian Today, The Last
Languages Campaign is a historic, highspeed and high-tech effort to start a language development and Bible translation
program. They estimate they can finish
the remaining one-third of the world’s
language groups that still need one by
2025, cutting 125 years from the 1990s
prediction.
“The project will bring first-time access
to literacy and the Bible for some 200 million people in approximately 2,400 language groups over the next 17 years,” said
the Christian Today story.
Assist

Justice aims high

L

awyers in the case of three Christians
who were murdered for their faith in
Malatya, Turkey, are lining up witnesses in
an effort to expand the accused from five
young suspects to subversive forces at the
top of state power. Evidence in recent
hearings suggests the April 2007 murders
in southeast Turkey were instigated by
Ergenekon, a loose collection of ultranationalist generals, businessmen, mafia
and journalists who planned to engineer a
coup d’état in Turkey.

anyone who murders Christians and
destroys their homes. According to For
Zion’s Sake Ministries, more than 500
Christians have been killed by mobs since
late August, but now the stakes are even
higher – pastors have a bounty on their
heads, the ministry says.
Faiz Rahman, chairman of Good
News India, said militants were targeting
Christian leaders. “The going price to kill
a pastor is $250,” he said.
An All-India Christian Council
spokesman said, “People are being offered
rewards to kill, and to destroy churches
and Christian properties. They are being
offered foreign liquor, chicken, mutton
and weapons. They are given petrol and
kerosene.”
Assist

Police torture Christian

C

AIRO, EGYPT (ANS) — Martha
Samuel, an Egyptian Muslim who converted to Christianity five years ago, was
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At a hearing at Malatya’s Third
Criminal Court on Friday, plaintiff
attorneys said they would like to call as a
witness Ergun Poyraz, a journalist
arrested in 2007 who has been linked to
Ergenekon. Lawyers said they believe that
Poyraz was not directly involved in planning the murders but has important
knowledge of the players within
Ergenekon.

On the
Agenda
School can teach creation
By Anna Patty

A

Christian school in New South Wales
that teaches a biblical view of creation in
science classes has been cleared of breaching state curriculum requirements for the
teaching of evolution.
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The NSW Board of Studies has found
that Pacific Hills Christian School at
Dural has met its requirements for teaching the science syllabus, including evolution, to years 7 to 10.
The board said it had not substantiated
a complaint about how science was taught
at the school. Its investigation involved an
assessment by the school’s overseeing
body, Christian Schools Australia, and
its own inspection of curriculum and
teaching materials.
The board’s curriculum director was
given access to the school’s intranet to
review the school’s curriculum documents. The director also observed several
science classes and class work on evolution. The board’s science inspector
reviewed the school’s educational programs for science, including student work
samples and assessment tasks. A board
spokeswoman said the reports found the
school was meeting its science curriculum
requirements and this was endorsed by
the board’s registration committee.
An inquiry by Christian Schools
Australia also cleared the school of failing

its duty to teach evolution theory appropriately.
The head of Christian Schools
Australia, Stephen O’Doherty, said: “It
was a very thorough process in which the
Board of Studies conducted its own
inquiries and came to its own conclusions
based on empirical evidence, and it is very
pleasing that they confirmed the findings
that our registration system made.”
The original complaint was made by
the former president of the Secondary
Principals Council, Chris Bonnor. He
raised his concerns after he viewed a sample of how science was taught at Pacific
Hills on an SBS television program. He
said he was not satisfied with the outcome
of the board inquiry.
NSW Greens MP John Kaye said the
board’s ruling set a dangerous precedent
that had “opened the floodgates to a religious invasion of the curriculum”. The
board had failed in its duty to protect the
integrity of the science curriculum, he
said.
“Every fundamentalist private school
in NSW will be emboldened by this decision.”
SMH

An unholy cross
By Barney Zwartz

‘J

ESUS have mercy on me, I’m dying of
exhaustion.’’ That plaintive cry came from
a Chinese teenager who had just finished
yet another 19-hour shift – producing
crucifixes for sale in churches.
Christians in Australia have been
strong supporters of the fairwear campaign for clothing outworkers and fair
trade in coffee and tea, but may unwittingly be involved in some of the worst
exploitation: workers producing devotional souvenirs, gifts and trinkets.
This is embarrassing, given the biblical
emphasis on justice. For example, in
Malachi, the last book of the Old
Testament, God is quoted as condemning
“those who defraud labourers of their
wages’’.
The Uniting Church in Australia has
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launched a campaign, Just Holy
Hardware, to work with retailers and
wholesalers to reduce exploitation, and to
educate Australian Christians.
“I don’t think many Christians would
want to buy a product celebrating their
faith made under great exploitation,’’ said
Antony McMullen of the church’s justice and peace unit.
The scandal broke when America’s
National Labour Committee bought a
cheap crucifix at St Patrick’s Cathedral in
New York, and traced it back to a Chinese
factory using appalling sweatshop conditions.
The investigators found women – such
as the 15-year-old quoted above – working up to 19 hours a day, seven days a
week, for months on end, for 40 cents an
hour from which money is deducted for
accommodation and food. They sleep in
primitive, filthy dormitories and eat hot
water with a few vegetable leaves and
drops of oil floating on top.
They may be handling toxic chemicals,
which cause illness, but management
refuses even to name the chemicals, let
alone provide protection. These factories
across China provide a large chunk of the
products in America’s $4.63 billion ($A7
billion) Christian retail industry.
In Australia the Christian gift industry
is worth about $80 million, according to
Gavin Shume, marketing manager for
Koorong, the biggest retailer. “We don’t
import anything ourselves, we get it from
the US, and we only use suppliers who
have fair trade policies,’’ he said.
Craig Moulton, co-CEO of Word,
the second-biggest retailer, said fair trade
was fundamental to the company’s philosophy and a basic condition of doing
business with it.
But Mr McMullen said Chinese producers often promised fair trade conditions with no intention of complying
with or obeying Chinese labour laws.
The Age

Visiting
Melbourne?
Worship with us at South Yarra
Presbyterian Church • 621 Punt Road
Every Sunday 10.30am & 5.30pm.
Session Clerk: Mr Jack Adlawan
Phone: (03) 9808 7391
(Less than 3 kms from CBD)
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Discount Offer

For a limited time all new subscriptions, or new gift subscriptions to the
Australian Presbyterian magazine are available for $15 + GST for the first 12 months
(a saving of $22 on the regular price).
Pass this offer on to your friends, or give a Gift Subscription today, so that:“All may be informed, encouraged and equipped to serve Christ in the world”
Contact: Australian Presbyterian Office
P.O. Box 375, Kilsyth, VIC 3137
Phone: (03) 9723 9684 Fax: (03) 9723 9685
Email: aus-pres@bigpond.net.au

Full-Time PresCare Chaplain
The PresCare Board is seeking the employment of a Minister, Home Missionary or
Deaconess to take up the role of a full-time Chaplain under the supervision of Rev Phil Strong,
the Chaplaincy Co-ordinator.
PresCare, a ministry of the Presbyterian Church of Queensland and a leading provider of
residential and community care services, is seeking to appoint a full time Chaplain to provide
spiritual and pastoral care to residents, staff and families primarily at the Hopetoun, Carina
and Lake Sherrin Aged Care centres. While not limiting the extent and role of the Chaplain,
the ministry shall include:
• Pastoral care and Christian nurture of the residents, the families of residents, and staff
recognising that this will at times require the Chaplain to work after normal day hours.
• The regular conduct of worship services (or organising of suitable persons to do so) and
the encouragement to all to avail themselves of the means of grace.
• In consultation with the Chaplaincy Co-ordinator to undertake limited deputation work to
local Presbyterian Churches.
• Working harmoniously in a multi-disciplinary team.
• Any specific ministry as directed by the Chaplaincy Co-ordinator.
This position is open to ordained Ministers, Home Missionaries or Deaconesses (or members
capable of becoming such) of the Presbyterian Church of Australia. The successful candidate will
be required to undergo a police check prior to commencement.
Closing date for applications is 26th February 2009.
Initial expressions of interest should be made to
The Chaplaincy Co-ordinator, Rev. Phil Strong, PO Box 15136, City East QLD 4002.
For more information please contact Rev. Phil Strong on 0423 895 704.
www.prescare.org.au .

QUEENSLAND
THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE

Lecturer in Old Testament

The Presbyterian Church of Queensland (PCQ) is seeking to make a five year appointment to
the position of “Lecturer in Old Testament” at Queensland Theological College (QTC
www.qtc.edu.au). The appointment may commence either at the beginning of the second
semester 2009 or January 2010, being determined in consultation with the successful applicant.

QTC is located at Emmanuel College, University of Queensland – St Lucia. The successful applicant will be accountable to the PCQ General Assembly for the conduct of this ministry and shall
operate under the direction of the QTC Faculty and the general supervision of the Principal. The
successful applicant will fulfil the responsibilities of the position as an ordained Minister or
Elder of the Presbyterian Church of Australia.
The Lecturer in Old Testament will lecture as and when required at the direction of the QTC
Faculty (which may include subjects other than Old Testament), shall participate in the pastoral
and prayer oversight of students and shall come under the general direction of the Principal.

Essential qualifications include: Academic qualifications (preferably PhD in OT or allied field) and
theological teaching experience suited to the above position. In addition this position requires
proven relationship skills and demonstrated effectiveness in Christian ministry. Applicants are
expected to hold a doctrinal position consistent with the standards of the Presbyterian Church
of Australia. Applicants must be or have the capacity to become ordained Ministers or Elders of
the Presbyterian Church of Australia.
Stipend and Allowances: As determined by the PCQ Stipends Commission for Lecturers from
time to time. See the 2009 PCQ Stipends Schedule, which is posted on the QTC website.

Applications close 5pm Friday 27th March 2009: Please e-mail your application to the Convener of
the Committee on Ministries Training (CMT) Rev Phil Strong pstrong@prescare.org.au
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Exile from Babylon
The Iraqi Christian community was the church’s centre for a millenium.

cross much of the Middle East,
the ancient Christian story seems
to be coming to a bloody end
almost before our eyes. The most
dramatic catastrophe in recent years has
been that of Iraq’s Christians, who represented 5 to 6% of Iraq’s population in
1970. That number is now below 1%, and
shrinking fast in the face of persecution
and ethnic/religious cleansing.
Western Christians watch this story in
horror, but few claim detailed knowledge
of the situation, or can easily recognise the
Iraqi churches we read of in the news. Are
they perhaps the survivors of some
Victorian missionary enterprise, we wonder.
Actually, understanding the history of
Iraq’s churches should make us still more
keenly aware of the tragedy we see
unfolding. Not only are these churches —
Chaldean, Assyrian, Orthodox — truly
ancient, they are survivals from the earliest history of the church. For centuries
indeed, the land long known as
Mesopotamia had a solid claim to rank as
the centre of the church and an astonishing record of missions and evangelism.
What we see today in Iraq is not just the
death of a church, but also the end of one
of the most awe-inspiring phases of
Christian history.
Mesopotamia was so vital to early
Christians because it was firmly part of
the ancient civilised world, connected to
the Mediterranean by flourishing trade
routes, while at the same time, it usually
lay beyond the Roman Empire’s political
power.
When they faced persecution in Syria or
Palestine, early Christians tended to move
east, where they joined the ancient Jewish
communities based in Babylon. These
churches were rooted in the oldest traditions of the apostolic church. Throughout
their history, they used Syriac, which is

A

Christian Singles
Any nice singles can join!
Send for FREE colour brochure:

PO Box 122 WALLSEND 2287
Ph/Fax: 02 4955 5445

www.christiansingles.com.au

Philip
Jenkins
close to Jesus’ language of Aramaic, and
they followed Yeshua, not Jesus.
When the Roman Empire became
Christian, Mesopotamia became the main
refuge for those theological currents that
the empire now labeled heretical: the
Monophysites or Jacobites, and the
Nestorians. Ultimately, most of the
Christians of modern Iraq look to one of
these movements as their spiritual ancestor.
Once outside
Roman
overWhat we see sight, Christian
today in Iraq leaders were free
is not just the to establish their
death of a own churches.
main
church, but The
also the end of Christian church
one of the most in the Persian
Empire
was
awe-inspiring based in the twin
phases of cities
of
Christian S e l e u c i a history. Ctesiphon, the
successor
to
ancient Babylon and the most populous
city in the world at that time. This church
followed the teachings of Nestorius after
431. In 498, its head, the Katholikos, took
the title of Patriarch of Babylon, the
Patriarch of the East. When Muslims in
their turn established their own empire,
overthrowing the Persians, the Katholikos
moved his capital to Baghdad.
Syriac-speaking Christianity found a
stronghold in Mesopotamia, around the
northern reaches of the rivers Euphrates
and Tigris. Today, the older place names
have vanished and bear no relationship to
modern state divisions; in terms of modern nations, we are speaking of the area
where modern Iraq, Turkey, and Syria
come together, where activists now struggle to create a new Kurdistan. The region
includes many names that are often in the
news as centres of political violence and
instability. For centuries, the major
churches here were as famous as any in
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Christian Europe, although their story is
now quite forgotten in the West.
From the 4th century through the
14th, Iraq had many centres of Christian
scholarship and devotion. Apart from
Baghdad itself, the Church of the East had
metropolitans at Basra, Kirkuk, and Erbil.
Jacobite leaders often made their home in
Tikrit, which served as the seat of the
Maphrianus (Consecrator), head of the
Jacobite church throughout the East.
Tikrit in modern times gained notoriety as
the home of Saddam Hussein and his
Sunni Muslim al-Tikriti clan.
Mosul, too, had its stellar Christian
past. And surrounding the cities were hundreds of monasteries that were certainly
equal to anything in, say, contemporary
Ireland in terms of scholarly tradition.
These Mesopotamian monasteries were
also the base camps for one of the greatest
missionary enterprises in Christian history. Especially between the 7th and 9th
centuries, the Church of the East was
establishing bishoprics and metropolitans
across Asia — through Afghanistan and
Turkmenistan, into Tibet and Kyrgyzstan,
and as far as India and China.

L

ooking at the world in 850 or so, few
observers would have doubted that
the Christian future lay in the Middle East
and Asia, rather than in the barbarian-ravaged lands of Western Europe.
Insofar as they know the story of
Christianity in the East, Westerners generally assume that those churches must have
shriveled quite soon after the rise of Islam
during the 7th and 8th centuries. Actually,
the decline was much slower; Iraq’s
churches and monasteries were still booming well into the 12th and 13th centuries.
What effectively finished them off
were the Mongol invasions and their
aftermath, which devastated most of
Central Asia and the Middle East from
the 1220s onwards. Also, in the late-13th
century, the world entered a terrifying era
of global cooling, which severely cut food
supplies and contributed to mass famine.
Meanwhile, the collapse of trade and
commerce crippled cities, leaving the
world much poorer and more vulnerable.
A hungry and desperate society looked
for scapegoats. Europe’s Christians

turned on Jews, killing and expelling hundreds of thousands; in Mesopotamia and
elsewhere, Muslims inflicted a similar fate
upon their Christian neighbors.
Christian communities were uprooted
or wiped out across the Middle East, and
ceased to exist in most of Central Asia.
Churches suffered mass closure or
destruction, including at such ancient centers as Erbil, Mosul, and Baghdad.
Bishops and clergy were tortured and
imprisoned.
Christianity survived, but was confined
to poorer and more remote regions. The
Patriarchs of “Babylon” now literally
headed for the hills: in later centuries,
patriarchs made their home at the Rabban
Hormizd monastery, in the mountains
near Mosul. Iraq’s shining Christian millennium had ended.

T

he final phase of the Mesopotamian
churches began with the First World
War, when the Muslim Ottoman Empire
began slaughtering Christians across its
territory. Among others, they targeted the
Assyrians — that is, the last remnants of
the Nestorian church that had once carried
the faith of Yeshua to the Pacific Ocean.
(The Nestorians had split into the
Chaldeans, who accepted papal authority,
and the Assyrian church, which retained its
independence. The Jacobites, meanwhile,
became known as Syrian Orthodox.)
Matters scarcely improved under the
successor states established on the ruins
of Ottoman rule. In 1933, Muslim forces
in the new nation of Iraq launched a
deadly assault on the surviving communities of the Assyrian peoples.
Government-sponsored militias cleansed
much of the far north of Iraq of its
Assyrian population, killing thousands
and eliminating dozens of villages.
So shocking were the purges that they
demanded new legal vocabulary. Some
months afterwards, Polish-Jewish lawyer
Raphael Lemkin used the cases of the
Assyrians, and the Christian Armenians
before them, to argue for a new legal category of Crimes of Barbarity: “acts of
extermination directed against the ethnic,
religious, or social collectivities whatever
the motive (political, religious, etc.).” A
great humanitarian, Lemkin developed
this theme over the following years, and in
1943, he coined a new word for this atrocious behavior, namely genocide. The
modern concept of genocide as a uniquely
horrible act demanding international
sanctions has its roots in the thoroughly
successful movements to eradicate Middle
Eastern Christians.

Christians did fairly well under the secular and nationalist rule of the Ba’ath
Party, which rejected Muslim domination.
In fact, Christians had originally helped
found the Ba’ath, and long remained
among its greatest supporters. Saddam’s
foreign minister and deputy Tariq Aziz
was by origin a member of the Chaldean
church, and bore the purely Christian
name of Mikhail Yuhanna, “Michael
John”. Reportedly, 20% of Iraq’s teachers,
as well as many of its doctors and engineers, were Christian then.
But international
events
What we are
took their toll.
seeing then is
The
nation’s
economy was
the death of
devastated by
one of the
two
wars,
world’s greatagainst Iran in
est Christian
the 1980s and
enterprises.
against the U.S.Certainly, its
led Coalition in
glory days
1990-91, and the
were far
painful international sanctions
behind it.
that followed.
These
events
provoked the exodus of everyone who
could leave easily, which usually meant
those professional groups, among
whom Christians were well represented.
The second invasion of 2003 proved
the final straw by unleashing Muslim militancy, both Sunni and Shi’ite, while
removing any central policing authority.
In the ensuing anarchy, Christians became

primary targets of mobs and militias.
Since that point, the story of Iraq’s
Christianity has been a catalog of persecution and martyrdom. Just between 2003
and 2007, two-thirds of Iraq’s remaining
Christians left the country, and the population will certainly shrink further in coming years, probably to a vanishing point.
What we are seeing then is the death of
one of the world’s greatest Christian
enterprises. Certainly, its glory days were
far behind it. Recall what William
Wordsworth wrote when the Republic of
Venice was snuffed out after centuries of
dominating the Mediterranean world:
And what if she had seen those glories fade,
Those titles vanish, and that strength
decay?
Yet shall some tribute of regret be paid
When her long life hath reach’d its final
day:
Men are we, and must grieve when even
the Shade
Of that which once was great is pass’d
away.
How could we mourn dying churches
less than dead republics?
Philip Jenkins is the author of The Lost
History of Christianity: The Thousand-Year
Golden Age of the Church in the Middle
East, Africa, and Asia — and How It Died
(San Francisco: HarperOne, 2008)
This article orginally appeared online at
Christianitytoday.com, the website of
Christianity Today International. Used with
ap
permission.
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Africa needs God
An atheist says missionaries can solve Africa’s biggest problem.

efore Christmas I returned, after
45 years, to the country that as a
boy I knew as Nyasaland. Today
it’s Malawi, and The Times
Christmas Appeal includes a small British
charity working there. Pump Aid helps
rural communities to install a simple
pump, letting people keep their village
wells sealed and clean. I went to see this
work.
It inspired me, renewing my flagging
faith in development charities. But travelling in Malawi refreshed another belief,
too: one I’ve been trying to banish all my
life, but an observation I’ve been unable to
avoid since my African childhood. It confounds my ideological beliefs, stubbornly
refuses to fit my world view, and has
embarrassed my growing belief that there
is no God.
Now a confirmed atheist, I’ve become
convinced of the enormous contribution
that Christian evangelism makes in
Africa: sharply distinct from the work of
secular NGOs, government projects and
international aid efforts. These alone will

B

Matthew
Parris
not do. Education and training alone will
not do. In Africa Christianity changes
people’s hearts. It brings a spiritual transformation. The rebirth is real. The change
is good.
I used to avoid
this truth by
Whenever we applauding – as
entered a ter- you can – the
ritory worked practical work of
by missionar- mission churches
ies, we had to in Africa. It’s a
acknowledge pity, I would say,
that salvation is
that something part of the packchanged in the age,
but
faces of the Christians black
people. and white, working in Africa, do
heal the sick, do
teach people to read and write; and only
the severest kind of secularist could see a
mission hospital or school and say the
world would be better without it. I would
allow that if faith was needed to motivate
missionaries to help, then, fine: but what
counted was the help, not the faith.
But this doesn’t fit the facts. Faith does
more than support the missionary; it is
also transferred to his flock. This is the
effect that matters so immensely, and
which I cannot help observing.
First, then, the observation. We had
friends who were missionaries, and as a
child I stayed often with them; I also
stayed, alone with my little brother, in a
traditional rural African village. In the city
we had working for us Africans who had
converted and were strong believers. The
Christians were always different. Far from
having cowed or confined its converts,
their faith appeared to have liberated and
relaxed them. There was a liveliness, a
curiosity, an engagement with the world –
a directness in their dealings with others –
that seemed to be missing in traditional
African life. They stood tall.
At 24, travelling by land across the
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continent reinforced this impression.
From Algiers to Niger, Nigeria,
Cameroon and the Central African
Republic, then right through the Congo
to Rwanda, Tanzania and Kenya, four student friends and I drove our old Land
Rover to Nairobi.
We slept under the stars, so it was
important as we reached the more populated and lawless parts of the sub-Sahara
that every day we find somewhere safe by
nightfall. Often near a mission.
Whenever we entered a territory
worked by missionaries, we had to
acknowledge that something changed in
the faces of the people we passed and
spoke to: something in their eyes, the way
they approached you direct, man-to-man,
without looking down or away. They had
not become more deferential towards
strangers – in some ways less so – but
more open.

T

his time in Malawi it was the same. I
met no missionaries. You do not
encounter missionaries in the lobbies of
expensive hotels discussing development
strategy documents, as you do with the
big NGOs. But instead I noticed that a
handful of the most impressive African
members of the Pump Aid team (largely
from Zimbabwe) were, privately, strong
Christians. “Privately” because the charity
is entirely secular and I never heard any of
its team so much as mention religion
while working in the villages. But I picked
up the Christian references in our conversations. One, I saw, was studying a devotional textbook in the car. One, on
Sunday, went off to church at dawn for a
two-hour service.
It would suit me to believe that their
honesty, diligence and optimism in their

Visiting
Ballarat?
Worship with us at Ebenezer
Presbyterian Church.
Every Sunday 10.30 am.
214 Armstrong Street South.
Rev. Dr John Woodward
Phone: (03) 5334 2909

work was unconnected with personal
faith. Their work was secular, but surely
affected by what they were. What they
were was, in turn, influenced by a conception of man’s place in the Universe that
Christianity had taught.
There’s long been a fashion among
Western academic sociologists for placing
tribal value systems within a ring fence,
beyond critiques founded in our own culture: “theirs” and therefore best for
“them”; authentic and of intrinsically
equal worth to ours.
I don’t follow this. I observe that tribal
belief is no more peaceable than ours; and
that it suppresses individuality. People
think collectively; first in terms of the
community, extended family and tribe.
This rural-traditional mindset feeds into
the “big man” and gangster politics of the
African city: the exaggerated respect for a
swaggering leader, and the (literal) inability to understand the whole idea of loyal
opposition.
Anxiety – fear of evil spirits, of ancestors, of nature and the wild, of a tribal
hierarchy, of quite everyday things –
strikes deep into the whole structure of
rural African thought. Every man has his
place and, call it fear or respect, a great
weight grinds down the individual spirit,

stunting curiosity. People won’t take the
initiative, won’t take things into their own
hands or on their own shoulders.
How can I, as someone with a foot in
both camps, explain? When the philosophical tourist moves from one world
view to another he finds – at the very
moment of passing into the new – that he

Removing
evangelism
from Africa
may leave it at
the mercy of
Nike, the
witch doctor,
the mobile
phone and the
machete.
loses the language to describe the landscape to the old. But let me try an example: the answer given by Sir Edmund
Hillary to the question: Why climb the
mountain? “Because it’s there,” he said.
To the rural African mind, this is an
explanation of why one would not climb
the mountain. It’s... well, there. Just there.
Why interfere? Nothing to be done about

it, or with it. Hillary’s further explanation
– that nobody else had climbed it – would
stand as a second reason for passivity.
Christianity, post-Reformation and
post-Luther, with its teaching of a direct,
personal, two-way link between the individual and God, unmediated by the collective, and unsubordinate to any other
human being, smashes straight through
the philosophical/spiritual framework I’ve
just described. It offers something to hold
on to to those anxious to cast off a crushing tribal groupthink. That is why and
how it liberates.
Those who want Africa to walk tall
amid 21st-century global competition
must not kid themselves that providing
the material means or even the knowhow
that accompanies what we call development will make the change. A whole belief
system must first be supplanted.
And I’m afraid it has to be supplanted
by another. Removing Christian evangelism from the African equation may leave
the continent at the mercy of a malign
fusion of Nike, the witch doctor, the
mobile phone and the machete.
Matthew Parris is a senior writer for The
Times in London, where this article first
ap
appeared.

FROM THE MODERATOR – GENERAL IN REGARD TO
CHURCH PLANTING IN PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA
‘The vigorous, continual planting of new congregations is the
single most crucial strategy for 1) the numerical growth of the
Body of Christ in any city, and 2) the continual corporate renewal
and revival of the existing churches in a city. Nothing else – not
crusades, outreach programmes, para-church ministries, growing mega-churches, congregational consulting, nor church
renewal processes – will have the consistent impact of dynamic,
extensive church planting.’ (T. Keller)
Perth is currently growing at an unprecedented rate. People are
moving to the Capital of Western Australia from all over Australia
and the world. The West Australian General Assembly has
developed a METRO-WIDE STRATEGY which seeks to respond to
this growth and has as a key component, the planting and establishment of at least five new congregations. The West Australian
General Assembly has declared that under the METRO-WIDE
STRATEGY, the next area for church extension work will be in the
Rockingham district, half an hour drive south of Fremantle on the
coast. The Presbyterian Church in Western Australia is marshalling its own resources to launch a new effort in church
planting but it also needs the help of the wider Presbyterian
Church in this great task. (More details on the METRO-WIDE
STRATEGY can be obtained from the Clerk of WA Assembly, Mr.
Glenn Muskett on 08-9339 9400 ceo@braemarhomes.com.au )

I would invite you to pray especially for a
suitable church planter to be raised up
and for a suitable, committed and supportive core group to come together.
The 2007 General Assembly of Australia authorised the
Moderator-General to coordinate an annual appeal during 2008,
2009 and 2010 to raise funds from across the Presbyterian
Church of Australia to provide for the opening, staffing and
development of a new church planting congregation in metropolitan Perth. The new church (the Lord willing) in the Rockingham
district will be the recipient of the funds raised. Gifts can be sent
to ‘GAA WA Church Planting Appeal’ c/- PO Box 2196,
Strawberry Hills, NSW, 2012 with cheques made out to
‘Presbyterian Church Funds’. A covering letter should state that
the gift is for the ‘WA Church Planting Appeal’. The GAA WA
Church Planting Appeal will be placed before the Lord’s people
in our Church in a number of different forms.
Thank you for taking time to read this Communication. I would
ask that we work together to ensure a very generous response
to this call for gospel partnership with the Presbyterian Church
in Western Australia.
ROBERT BENN, Moderator-General
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MARCH 2009
1 Bill Lutton, Director of mission partners (APWM) and Jenny, and the

need to fill the vacancy for an administrator.
2 Murwillumbah charge, far northern
NSW, with about 155 c&a, 30 yf and 6
e; Andrew and Carole Unwin.
3 Presbytery of Wide Bay – Sunshine
Coast, Qld, 6 charges and 2 home
mission stations totaling 11 congregations with about 770 c&a and 105 yf,
5 retired ministers and 1 under jurisdiction. John Tucker clerk.
4 Horsham-Marnoo charge, western
Vic. with about 40 c&a, 10 yf and 1 e;
Willem and Pam Vandenberg.
5 Maroochydore-Tewantin charge,
Sunshine Coast, Qld; Keith and Nell
Mayers.
6 Mudgee charge, central western NSW
including Hill End with about 80 c&a,
7 yf and 3 e; Richard and Dianne Lee.
7 Ballarat North charge, Vic. including
Mt Prospect and Smeaton with about
80 c&a, and 11 e; Grant and Esther
Vayne.
8 Peter and Dianne Barber as they commence ministry at historic St
Andrews‚ Church, Townsville, NQ
with about 250 c&a, 35 yf and 16 e;
Kwang-Ho Song assistant.
9 Moderator General Robert Benn and
Laurel as they minister widely across
the nation.
10 Warren charge far western NSW with
about 35 c&a, 10 yf and 3 e; Les and
Shirley Fowler.
11 Presbytery of Illawarra, NSW. 6
charges and 6 home mission stations
totaling 17 congregations with about
1420 c&a and 335 yf, 1 defense chaplain, 4 retired ministers and 1 under

jurisdiction. Peter Currie clerk.
12 Regular and effcctive use of the
Pitjatjantjara Bible in central Australia
including the former Pres. mission
centre of Ernabella.
13 South Yarra charge Melbourne with
about 80 c&a, 2 yf and 3 e; John and
Lesley Stasse; and the South Yarra
Arabic home mission station with
about 45 c&a, 15 yf and 3 e, Botros
and Beta Botrosdief.
14 K. mission partners (APWM) worker
from Tas. and Q as they marry today
before returning to his strategic work
in SE Asia.
15 Guyra home mission station northern
NSW including Ben Lomond and
Black Mountain with about 85 c&a,
10 yf and 8 e; Max Handebo.
16 Mosman charge Sydney (Scots Kirk)
with about 175 c&a, 10 yf and 18 e;
Adrian and Dianne de Graaf. NSW
Melbourne.
17 Penny Yip mission partners (APWM)
worker from Sydney Chinese Church
with Overseas Missionary Fellowship,
who has moved to Colorado, USA, to
work as a technical accountant.
18 Coffs Harbour charge northern NSW
with about 215 c&a, 90 yf and 10 e;
Jamie and Jenny Newans, Steven
White.
19 Auburn charge Melbourne with about
40 c&a, 2 yf and 3 e; Trevor and Ann
Cox.
20 Parramatta City charge Sydney including Carlingford and Wentworthville
with about 200 c&a, 95 yf and 8 e;
Luke and Debra Tattersall, Costa
Kamarados and Simon Arkapaw.
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FEBRUARY 2009
21 Presbyterian Youth NSW Annual
Conference today at the Presbyterian
Theological Centre, Burwood.
22 Riverside special (home mission)
charge northern Tasmania 3 congregations including also Glengarry and
Winkleigh with about 75 c&a (communicants and adherents), 5 yf
(younger folk – Sunday School and
youth) and 1 e (elder); Norman and
Dorelle Shellard.
23 Presbytery of Gippsland, eastern
Victoria, 4 charges and 2 home mission stations totaling 7 congregations
with about 310 c&a and 45 yf, 2
retired ministers and 1 under jurisdiction. Sabine Bruce clerk.
24 Owen and Cassandra Seto in his exit
appointment as an assistant to Dennis
Law in Burwood Chinese charge
Sydney with about 385 c&a, 120 yf
and 6 e.
25 Seminar “Relating to Muslims” at
Revesby, Sydney today – Bill Lutton,
Peter Barnes and Fayek I speaking.
26 Our sister churches in Myanmar
(Burma) where authorities have begun
subjecting Christians to severe repression.
27 Clayton charge Melbourne with about
145 c&a, 100 yf and 14 e; Michael and
Kerry Jensen.
28 Ingleburn home mission station, SW
Sydney with about 25 c&a and 5 e; Jan
Frost.
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Darwin? Don’t bother
We shouldn’t commemorate Darwin. His legacy is misery.

ne of the more ludicrous ecclesiastical efforts of 2008 came in
September when the Church of
England bishops apologised to
Charles Darwin (1809-82). What
Darwin made of this is unknown as he
had been dead for 126 years. This
might be regarded as preparatory for
2009, which will be celebrated in many
circles as the 200th anniversary of
Darwin’s birth, and the 150th anniversary of the publication of his bestknown work, The Origin of Species by
Means of Natural Selection. In the USA
there are strong moves to declare
February 12 to be Darwin Day.
Darwin himself was not a success in
his early career, and his father criticised
him: “‘You care for nothing but shooting, dogs, and rat-catching, and you will
be a disgrace to yourself and all your
family.” However, the young lad recovered enough to become passionate about
beetle collecting. From 1831 to 1836 he
was on the H.M.S. Beagle, circumnavigating the globe and being seasick.
Possessing an eye for detail, he noticed
that the finches differed from island to
island in the Galapagos Islands. His
Journal was a success, and he went on
to write a four-volume study on barnacles. His last work, appropriately
enough, was a volume on earthworms.
Let me now put forward – Lutherlike, as it were – four theses.
First, Darwin was no objective scientist. In the popular mind, science and
religion are often seen as opposed –
science is portrayed as rational and
fact-based, whereas faith is a leap into
the dark, based on intuition or experience. Darwin did not look at life from
some epistemologically neutral standpoint. In a passage deleted from his
published
autobiography,
Darwin
explained why he could not believe in
Christianity, and why he did not wish
to believe in it – it was what he called
the “damnable doctrine” of everlasting
punishment. In his notebooks, Darwin
wrote: “Man in his arrogance thinks
himself a great work, worthy the interposition of a deity. More humble and
I believe true to consider him created

O

Peter
Barnes
from animals.” Darwin was not neutral; he looked out at the world as one
who rejected the Christian revelation.
Second, evolution is more speculation than science. Darwin claimed that
“community in embryonic structure
reveals community of descent”, but
that is an assertion, not an argument.
The fact that all
animal embryos
Darwinism led look somewhat
to eugenics; alike is hardly a
the survival of proof that they
the fittest have descended
from a common
increasingly
ancestor. It may
meant the only be an indielimination of cation that they
the unfit. have a common
creator.
S i m i l a r l y,
Darwin was unable to point to any single instance of a definite graded evolutionary sequence of organisms in the
paleontological record. In fact, he confessed that “Nature may almost be said
to have guarded against the frequent
discovery of her transitional or linking
forms.” That was true in 1859 and it
is true today. An article in the National
Geographic in November 2004 admits
that “the fossil record is like a film of
evolution from which 999 of every
1,000 frames have been lost on the cutting-room floor”.
Third, the effects of Darwinism have
been baneful. Darwin’s The Origin of
Species by Means of Natural Selection
possessed an ominous alternative title:
The Preservation of Favoured Races in
the Struggle for Life. Herbert Spencer’s
slogan was that life was about the “survival of the fittest”. Ernst Haeckel popularised Darwinism in Germany, as T.
H. Huxley did in England. He contrasted what he called “the discredited,
dominant doctrines of Christianity and
the illuminating, rational revelation of
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modern science”. Yet Haeckel put forward theories as absurd as the embryonic recapitulation theory (meaning
that the human embryo has the status
of a fish or a monkey), and the claim
that the Gospels were forgeries dating
from the Council of Nicaea.
Darwinism led to eugenics; the survival of the fittest increasingly meant
the elimination of the unfit. Haeckel’s
works were probably the most popular
non-fiction books in Germany before
World War I. He advocated infanticide
for infants with disabilities.

F

ourth, the church’s response was far
too accommodating. The Christian
response to the evolutionary hypothesis was not as hostile as has been
assumed by many scholars. Charles
Kingsley was perhaps the first English
clergyman to embrace Darwin’s views
publicly, while across the border, Henry
Drummond, the professor of natural
science at the Free Church College in
Glasgow, became an enthusiastic advocate. Even the great B. B. Warfield
declared that he was a “Darwinian of
the purest water”, adding that “I do
not think that there is any general
statement in the Bible or any part of
the account of creation, either as given
in Gen. I and II or elsewhere alluded
to, that need be opposed to evolution”.
It is not immediately obvious why
the English bishops felt the need to
apologise to Darwin. At his death in
1882, he was buried in Westminster
Abbey with Christian rites. The choir
sang an anthem especially composed
for the occasion. Its opening line was
“Happy is the man who findeth wisdom and getteth understanding”. By
1898 the Baptist divine John Clifford
was including Darwin in his book,
Typical Christian Leaders.
Considering that evolution is such a
lethal combination of bad theology and
bad science, there is little reason to
commemorate the birth of Darwin or
the publication of his theory.
Peter Barnes is minster of Revesby
ap
Presbyterian Church, Sydney.

